<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Programme</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7.00AM</td>
<td><strong>oktOriginal:</strong> The Numbers Squad (Eps 1 &amp; 2 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)</td>
<td>Mathematics munching monsters have got loose and set on devouring all Maths in Singapore! Without maths, building can’t be built, buses can’t be recognized &amp; nobody will get paid! So each week a different group of 3 Primary School students will try to defeat &amp; capture The Number Crunchers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.00</td>
<td><strong>oktOriginal:</strong> Zero Hero (平凡超人) (Sr 2 / Eps 7 &amp; 8 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)</td>
<td>Zero Hero is a series revolving around a superhero family who have mysteriously lost all their super powers and now struggle to be like the average human being.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>The Little Prince (Season 2 / Ep 17 / Schoolkids / Cartoon)</td>
<td>This all-new High-Definition animated series follows the adventures of The Little Prince and his friend the fox as they travel the universe, helping those they meet along the way emphasizing educational and environmental themes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.30</td>
<td>Cartoons (Looney Tunes) (Ep 33 / Schoolkids / Cartoon)</td>
<td>Goofy! Silly! Wacky! Looney! The hilarious antics of Warner Bros,’ classic animated characters are back again! Featuring beloved characters like Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck, Sylvester and Tweety!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>Pokemon: Black &amp; White (Season 15 / Ep 33 / Schoolkids / Cartoon)</td>
<td>Continuing their journey to Virbank City and Ash’s next Gym battle, our heroes are startled to run into a Vanilluxe, and its Trainer, their friend Georgia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.30</td>
<td>The Super Hero Squad Show (Yr 1 / Ep 24 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R)</td>
<td>The Infinity Sword, has been shattered in a battle between Iron man and Dr Doom. But Doom doesn’t give up easily; he’ll leave no stone in turned until he recovered every last shard. Iron Man snags the best heroes around to beat Doom at his own game.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>Metal Fight Beyblade (Sr 3 / Ep 33 / Schoolkids / Cartoon)</td>
<td>Rago destroys the temple in Mexico with Diablo Nemesis and disappears. Gingka and his crew return to WBBA Headquarters to find a way to find and defeat Diablo Nemesis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.30</td>
<td>Bakugan: Mechtanium Surge (Sr 4 / Ep 29 / Schoolkids)</td>
<td>Fearful of another attack by Wiseman and his Mechtogans, the Brawlers ask Reptak to join Dan and Drago as their additional partner Bakugan. The offer upsets Reptak who feels that by accepting he will be turning his back on his true partner Gunz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.00NN</td>
<td><strong>oktOriginal:</strong> Make Me! (Ep 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)</td>
<td>Jordan and Annie have had enough with their parents’ controlling ways, so they use the app to wish their parents into their teenage selves in the hopes of getting a little more understanding.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
12.30PM  oktOriginal: The Badge (Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
The Badge is a science show that combines passion and compassion, showcasing kids in
the field of invention and innovation. Each episode will feature a team of young inventors,
who work to conceptualise and build an invention to solve real-life problems of different
profiles.

1.00  Power Rangers R.P.M (Eps 5 - 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
In the shining city of Corinth, an elite force of Rangers must learn to drive and operate an
arsenal of radically advanced biotech vehicles in order to battle the attacking machine
army bent on world domination.

2.00  The Adventures Of Merlin (Sr 2 / Ep 7 / Schoolkids / R)
Uther summons a witchfinder to Camelot to root out magic once and for all. Will Merlin and
Morgana be sent to the flames?

3.00  oktOriginal: The Numbers Squad (Eps 1 & 2 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)
(益智节目)
13 Mathematics munching monsters have got loose and set on devouring all Maths in
Singapore! Without maths, building can’t be built, buses can’t be recognised & nobody will
get paid! So each week a different group of 3 Primary School students will try to defeat &
capture The Number Crunchers.

4.00  oktOriginal: Zero Hero (平凡超人) (Sr 2 / Eps 7 & 8 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)
(电视剧)
Zero Hero is a series revolving around a superhero family who have mysteriously lost all
their super powers and now struggle to be like the average human being.

5.00  Planet Cook (Sr 1 / Ep 1 / Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目)
An action-packed, cooking adventure show for children! Set on a tropical fantasy island,
each episode sees Captain Cook and his quirky sous chef, a friendly and mischievous
Yeti, guide three cool young Cook Cadets as they discover the wonders of the natural
world and are driven.

5.30  The Little Prince (Season 1 / Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
This all-new High-Definition animated series follows the adventures of The Little Prince
and his friend the fox as they travel the universe, helping those they meet along the way
emphasizing educational and environmental themes.

6.00  The Adventures Of Tintin (Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Tintin and Snowy come face to face with the leaders of an international smuggling racket for
a final confrontation.

6.30  Winx Club (Sr 4 / Ep 26 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
In this season, the Winx Club goes to Earth to save the last fairy, Roxy. The Winx also
attain new Believix power. Stay tuned for exciting adventures and astounding
transformations.
okto SATURDAY 1 JUNE 2013

7.00PM  Pokemon: Black & White (Season 14 / Ep 29 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Ash and his friends are doing a little training on their way to Nimbasa City when they are interrupted by a lone Cottonee.

7.30  Metal Fight Beyblade (Sr 2 / Ep 22 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
The third and tie breaking match between Gangan Galaxy and Wild Fang takes the form of a team battle with Yu and Tsubasa facing Benkei and Damoure.

8.00  Artzooka (Ep 5 / Schoolkids / R)
Artzooka! celebrates the spirit of art. It's really all about getting into your creative groove and having fun! Join Jeremie as he walks you through each project step-by-step. He can create masterpieces out of recycled materials and more.

8.30  ThunderCats (Ep 15 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
THUNDERCATS presents the grand origin story of Prince Lion-O's ascension to the throne and those who would thwart his destiny at any cost and takes on epic dimensions in this sharp new telling.

okto SATURDAY 1 JUNE 2013

9.00PM  oktoLIFE: Wolverine: Chasing The Phantom (Info-ed) (益智节目)
This documentary reveals the fascinating and secretive lives of North American wolverines and includes breathtaking footage of both wild and captive wolverines in Montana’s Glacier National Park and Alaska.

10.00  CENTRESTAGE: AVO Session (Culture / 2nd Telecast)
This episode features the performance of American singer Anastacia who is world renowned for her powerful soul voice. British-Georgian singer Katie Melua performs at AVO session, an indoor music festival, in Basel, Switzerland.

12.00MN  Close
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okto SUNDAY 2 JUNE 2013

7.00AM  oktOriginal: Spot On (Eps 1 & 2 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Spot On is a game show that improves your visual intelligence, general knowledge and reasoning through fun challenges!

8.00  oktOriginal: My Classmate Dad (Sr 2 / Eps 7 & 8 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
My Classmate Dad Season 2 brings about a body switch adventure with a whole new twist!

9.00  Master Raindrop (Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Master Raindrop follows the journey of martial arts novice Raindrop and his friend Shao Yen on their quest to save their Master Yun and ultimately their entire peaceful land - from the evil General Bu and his army of terracotta warriors.

9.30  Backkom (Eps 37 - 42 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Backkom the polar bear is selfish and impatient mixed with a dose of bad luck. Not only a troublemaker but a trouble finder too! His curiosity drives him to travel around the world, learning about us.

10.00  Galaxia (Ep 39 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
When Mars, Dilo and others are waiting for Spirit to rescue them from danger, Earth wounds become more serious. His nucleus energy is exhausting.

10.30  Cardfight Vanguard (Sr 2 / Ep 21 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Join Sendo Aichi, Kai Toshiki and other friends in the exciting card game known as Cardfight Vanguard!

11.00  Ben 10: Ultimate Alien (Sr 1 / Ep 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
The team encounters P'Andor, the third fugitive alien, but he has no intention of leaving Earth!

11.30  Kaijudo: Rise Of The Duel Masters (Ep 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Narrowly escaping the Water Civilization rulers after being accused of stealing their most powerful artifact, the kids team with Gabe's creature Gargle to prove that the Choten is guilty - and to stop him from getting away with his crime.

12.00NN  Oscar's Oasis (Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Hilarious 3D animated, non-dialogue series in the style of Looney Tunes. Oscar, the lonely desert lizard, battles the rigours of the desert as well as his un-neighbourly fellow inhabitants, from chickens to mischievous meerkats.

**okto SUNDAY 2 JUNE 2013**

**12.30PM**  The Amazing Spiez! (Sr 2 / Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Brothers Tony, Marc, Lee, and their sister Megan, return for more undercover spy missions for WOOHP - all the while still juggling their daily lives as average 12 year-olds!

**1.00**  Spirit Warriors (Ep 5 / Schoolkids / Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
Inspired by ancient Chinese myths and legends, the show follows Bo, her sister Jen, and fellow schoolmates Vicky, Trix and Martin who discover their destinies as Spirit Warriors.

**1.30**  Adventurers Masters Of Time (Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Four schoolfriends are suddenly whisked back through the ages on a desperate search for their missing computer professor by uploading themselves by way of a time continuum software! Unfortunately, they haven't made the journey alone. An evil hacker is threatening to change world history.

**2.00**  Winx Club (Sr 4 / Ep 1 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
In this season, the Winx Club goes to Earth to save the last fairy, Roxy. The Winx also attain new Believix power. Stay tuned for exciting adventures and astounding transformations.

**3.00**  **oktOriginal:** Spot On (Eps 1 & 2 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Spot On is a game show that improves your visual intelligence, general knowledge and reasoning through fun challenges!

**4.00**  **oktOriginal:** My Classmate Dad (Sr 2 / Eps 7 & 8 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
My Classmate Dad Season 2 brings about a body switch adventure with a whole new twist!

**5.00**  Monkey King (Sr 1 / Ep 11 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Animated version of the classic Monkey King tales!

**5.30**  The Little Prince (Season 1 / Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
This all-new High-Definition animated series follows the adventures of The Little Prince and his friend the fox as they travel the universe, helping those they meet along the way emphasizing educational and environmental themes.
6.00 The Adventures Of Tintin (Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Tintin and Snowy find themselves in the wrong place at the wrong time and uncover a counterfeit money operation.

6.30 PopPixie (Ep 1 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
In this season, the Winx Club goes to Earth to save the last fairy, Roxy. The Winx also attain new Believix power. Stay tuned for exciting adventures and astounding transformations.

okto SUNDAY 2 JUNE 2013

7.00PM Junior MasterChef Australia (Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Today four kids will be going home and eight will move onto the second stage. There is one more challenge to get some points on the board. After this challenge the bottom six on the leader board will battle it out in an elimination challenge whereby the four worst dishes will be going home.

8.00 Artzooka (Ep 6 / Schoolkids / R)
Arztouka! celebrates the spirit of art. It's really all about getting into your creative groove and having fun! Join Jeremie as he walks you through each project step-by-step. He can create masterpieces out of recycled materials and more.

8.30 ThunderCats (Ep 16 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
THUNDERCATS presents the grand origin story of Prince Lion-O’s ascension to the throne and those who would thwart his destiny at any cost and takes on epic dimensions in this sharp new telling.

okto SUNDAY 26 JUNE 2013

9.00PM The Witches Of Oz (Ep 1 / Debut / Drama) (电视剧)
Dorothy Gale (Paulie Rojas) is a successful author of children’s book based on the mystical land of Oz created by her grandfather. She moves to New York City following an offer of representation by a large agency.

10.00 FILMART: The Cove (Movie) (艺术影院)
The Cove is a 2009 documentary film that analyzes and questions Japan’s dolphin hunting culture. It was awarded the Academy Award for Best Documentary Feature in 2010.

12.00MN Close
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okto MONDAY 3 JUNE 2013

9.00AM Sesame Street (Season 40 / Ep 8 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The beloved Sesame Street gang return in a refreshed show format, complete with new guest stars, and a brand new opening theme song!

10.00 JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Zoboomafoo (Ep 1 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Zoboomafoo the leaping lemur has bounced his way into the hearts and homes of kids everywhere. Fast-paced and fun, the Emmy award-winning series combines live-action, animation and claymation delivering animal adventures like you’ve never seen before.

10.30 JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 1 & 2 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00 JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: The DaVincibles (Eps 1 & 2 / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Animated series featuring the family of DaVincibles who travel the world rescuing famous art pieces from bumbling crook Quba!

11.30 Gofrette (Season 2 / Eps 13 - 14 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot.

12.00NN Barney & Friends (Sr 13 / Ep 1 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Barney, a loveable purple dinosaur who comes magically to life and interacts with a group of children, sometimes helped by other dinosaur friends.

12.30PM Doc McStuffins (Yr 1 / Ep 24 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Dottie Doc McStuffins is an amazing six-year-old girl who has the ability to talk to toys and stuffed animals! She heals and tends to all the toys and stuffed animals that need help and fixes all the boo-boos that happen throughout the day! Whatever the problem, the Doc is always in!

1.00 Dora The Explorer (Season 6 / Ep 1 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The unstoppable Latina heroine returns in all new episodes to lead kids in new adventures with her best friend, Boots the monkey!

1.30 Thomas & Friends (Sr 15 & 16 / Eps 1 & 2 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Thomas the Tank Engine returns with a brand new CGI look!

2.00 Sid The Science Kid (Season 2 / Ep 1 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Sid and friends return for new and fun adventures of scientific discovery and exploration!

okto MONDAY 3 JUNE 2013

2.30PM Gofrette (Season 2 / Eps 13 - 14 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot.

3.00 oktOriginal: In Our House (Sr 1 / Ep 12 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
In an entertaining mix of song, dance, music and drama, join the wacky hosts as they introduce the Letters and Numbers of the day and the adventures that they encounter.

3.30 oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 10 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
In Art Factory, you will find Einstein, working away frantically, fulfilling orders for a range of artistic activities, from large scale paintings to decorating birthday cakes.
4.00  **oktOriginal**: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
In this series, the girls help unravel a string of unusual mysteries, with the help of their hip and cool Sec One tuition teacher, Ice Tay! Join the girls as they outsmart thieves, discover the truth behind a murder and even escape from the jaws of death.

4.30  **oktOriginal**: Ubin Boy (Sr 1 / Ep 9 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
A city boy, Steven has to move out from the comforts of a house in the city and have to relocate to their old family house in Pulau Ubin! Challenges and stories unfold as Steven learns to readjust and readapt to his new home and environment and discovers the pleasures of simple kampong life.

5.00  Pippi Longstocking (Ep 13 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Astrid Lindgrens beloved free spirited book character, Pippi Longstocking lives in a home with no parents and relies on her charm, ingenuity and superhuman strength to overcome obstacles in her way!

5.30  Mattimeo: A Tale Of Redwall (Ep 16 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle forest animals prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and bravely ward off abductors.

6.00  Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 11 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Sylvester and Taz team up to win a toy racecar derby. Daffy "reads" the babies a scary story, only to end up frightening himself.

6.30  What's New Scooby-Doo? (Season 1 / Ep 3 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
A giant dinosaur, "El Oloroso", comes to life and rampages through a museum in Central America.

**okto MONDAY 3 JUNE 2013**

7.00PM  Spectacular Spider-Man (Ep 5 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
As Norman Osborn and Hammerhead have Otto Octavius turn Flint Marko into the Sandman, Spectacular Spider-Man and the Human Torch meet in a superhero showdown. But when the Sandman shows up, too, they must join forces to stop him.

7.30  Winx Club (Sr 5 / Ep 1 / Schoolkids) (卡通片)
In the Prison of Andros, Tritannus absorbs toxic pollution and becomes a horrible monster. With the Trix, he heads to Earth to find more pollution and become even more powerful. Will the Winx succeed in foiling his plan?

8.00  Pair Of Kings (Yr 2 / Ep 19 / Schoolkids)
Boomer and Brady discover Vault 14, a secret vault which protects Kinkow's most mysterious and powerful artifacts including Duplicatus Plantus, a plant that copies anything it touches.

8.30  Discover Science (Sr 2 / Eps 19 - 20 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Visualize the phenomena between two parabolas by using laser beam. Finally challenge to make conversation in 40m distance using two parabolas. Weigh the air in a classroom. Stuff the classroom with inflated plastic bags, then measure their weight.
okto MONDAY 3 JUNE 2013

9.00PM  ANIMAL NIGHT: Ninja Shrimp (Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)
The mantis shrimp strikes like lightning. It has a bite force equal to a shark and it can
punch through crab shell. In a global adventure that combines natural history with the
world of biomechanics, wildlife filmmaker Natali Tesche sets out to discover what makes
this shrimp so special.

10.00  a-ok: Live From Abbey Road (Sr 5 / Ep 11 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Irish indie folk band Villagers, American synthpop duo Chairlift, Canadian musician Bryan
Adams, English singers Little Boots, James Morrison and James Blunt, American
musicians John Mayer and Mary J Blige, and American indie rock band Gossip perform in
this episode.

10.30  a-ok: Euromaxx (Ep 92 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
This edition of Euromaxx features German sculptor Birgit Dieker, top fashion model
Antonia Wesseloh, the prestigious Chelsea Flower Show in London, a new urban
development in Hamburg, and highlights of this year's Eurovision Song Contest.

12.00MN  Close
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okto TUESDAY 4 JUNE 2013

9.00AM  Sesame Street (Season 40 / Ep 9 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The beloved Sesame Street gang return in a refreshed show format, complete with new
guest stars, and a brand new opening theme song!

10.00  JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Zoboomafoo (Ep 2 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Zoboomafoo the leaping lemur has bounced his way into the hearts and homes of kids
everywhere. Fast-paced and fun, the Emmy award-winning series combines live-action,
animation and claymation delivering animal adventures like you've never seen before.

10.30  JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 3 & 4 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who
does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00  JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: The DaVincibles (Eps 3 & 4 / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Animated series featuring the family of DaVincibles who travel the world rescuing famous
art pieces from bumbling crook Quba!
11.30 Gofrette (Season 2 / Eps 15 - 16 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot.

12.00NN Barney & Friends (Sr 13 / Ep 2 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Barney, a loveable purple dinosaur who comes magically to life and interacts with a group of children, sometimes helped by other dinosaur friends.

12.30PM Doc McStuffins (Yr 1 / Ep 25 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Dottie Doc McStuffins is an amazing six-year-old girl who has the ability to talk to toys and stuffed animals! She heals and tends to all the toys and stuffed animals that need help and fixes all the boo-boos that happen throughout the day! Whatever the problem, the Doc is always in!

1.00 Dora The Explorer (Season 6 / Ep 2 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The unstoppable Latina heroine returns in all new episodes to lead kids in new adventures with her best friend, Boots the monkey!

1.30 Thomas & Friends (Sr 15 & 16 / Eps 3 & 4 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Thomas the Tank Engine returns with a brand new CGI look!

2.00 Sid The Science Kid (Season 2 / Ep 2 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Sid and friends return for new and fun adventures of scientific discovery and exploration!

okto TUESDAY 4 JUNE 2013

2.30PM Gofrette (Season 2 / Eps 15 - 16 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot.

3.00 oktOriginal: In Our House (Sr 1 / Ep 13 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
In an entertaining mix of song, dance, music and drama, join the wacky hosts as they introduce the Letters and Numbers of the day and the adventures that they encounter.

3.30 oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 11 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
In Art Factory, you will find Einstein, working away frantically, fulfilling orders for a range of artistic activities, from large scale paintings to decorating birthday cakes.

4.00 oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
In this series, the girls help unravel a string of unusual mysteries, with the help of their hip and cool Sec One tuition teacher, Ice Tay! Join the girls as they outsmart thieves, discover the truth behind a murder and even escape from the jaws of death.

4.30 oktOriginal: Ubin Boy (Sr 1 / Ep 10 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
A city boy, Steven has to move out from the comforts of a house in the city and have to relocate to their old family house in Pulau Ubin! Challenges and stories unfold as Steven learns to readjust and readapt to his new home and environment and discovers the pleasures of simple kampong life.

5.00 Pippi Longstocking (Ep 14 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Astrid Lindgren’s beloved free spirited book character, Pippi Longstocking lives in a home with no parents and relies on her charm, ingenuity and superhuman strength to overcome obstacles in her way!

5.30 Mattimeo: A Tale Of Redwall (Ep 17 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle forest animals prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and bravely ward off abductors.

6.00 Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Tweety takes a role in a play too seriously and begins to believe he’s a real superhero. The kids take turns jumping over a puddle, but Sylvester is afraid of the water.

6.30 What's New Scooby-Doo? (Season 1 / Ep 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Civil War ghosts Jed and Caleb, brothers who fought as soldiers on opposite sides of the war, come to life in New Orleans.

okto TUESDAY 4 JUNE 2013

7.00PM Spectacular Spider-Man (Ep 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
As Otto Octavius creates the Rhino as a new distraction for Spectacular Spider-Man, Peter takes Aunt May’s advice and asks Mary Jane Watson to the high school prom.

7.30 Winx Club (Sr 5 / Ep 2 / Schoolkids) (卡通片)
On Earth, the Winx scrambled to avert a terrible environmental disaster, but Sky lost the pendant of Eraklyon in the process. Meanwhile, evil Tritannus, who tried to prevent his brother from becoming crown prince, is sent to the Prison of Andros where he meets the Trix.

8.00 Pair Of Kings (Yr 2 / Ep 20 / Schoolkids)
Boomer and Brady head back to their high school prom in Chicago to flaunt their royal status. When Mason and Mikayla learn about a handful of tarantula stowaways that traveled with the twins, they head to the windy city.

8.30 Junior Bake Off (Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Four hopeful semi-finalists enter the next level of the competition as they compete for a place in the Junior Bake Off final. They must prepare mini-pizzas and sweet pastry tarts for a seaside picnic. The bakes are impressive, but only two of the four can become finalsts!

okto TUESDAY 4 JUNE 2013

9.00PM DOCUMENTARY: Modern Marvels: Grease (Info-ed) (益智节目)
In man’s lifelong battle to fight friction, grease - in all its forms - is the unsung hero. This episode is all about grease and how it is made and used.

10.00 a-ok: The Art Bus (Ep 1 / Debut / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)
The Art Bus goes on a journey around Singapore, exploring the island’s collection of public artworks. And learning more about the techniques behind different art mediums.
10.30  oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL (Sr 6 / Ep 10 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)
Haikel and Gurmit take you Back to School to catch up on the arts events in schools this June holiday. Nigel and Shye-Anne offer amazing trivia in The Crystal Ball, Vernetta, and Jessica tempt us with arts events. In Ring of Fire, the boys take on the girls as they rock and roll. Only on KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL!

11.00  a-ok: Brazil With Michael Palin (Ep 4 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
In Sao Paulo, Michael visits the studios of Brazil's popular soap operas that rarely last more than eight months. He also visits the Japanese inhabitants who comprise one and half million of the population with their own newspaper.

12.00MN  Close
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okto  WEDNESDAY 5 JUNE 2013

9.00AM  Sesame Street (Season 40 / Ep 10 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The beloved Sesame Street gang return in a refreshed show format, complete with new guest stars, and a brand new opening theme song!

10.00  JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Zoboomafoo (Ep 3 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Zoboomafoo the leaping lemur has bounced his way into the hearts and homes of kids everywhere. Fast-paced and fun, the Emmy award-winning series combines live-action, animation and claymation delivering animal adventures like you've never seen before.

10.30  JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 5 & 6 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00  JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: The DaVincibles (Eps 5 & 6 / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Animated series featuring the family of DaVincibles who travel the world rescuing famous art pieces from bumbling crook Quba!

11.30  Gofrette (Season 2 / Eps 17 - 18 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot.

12.00NN  Barney & Friends (Sr 13 / Ep 3 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Barney, a loveable purple dinosaur who comes magically to life and interacts with a group of children, sometimes helped by other dinosaur friends.

12.30PM  Doc McStuffins (Yr 1 / Ep 26 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Dottie Doc McStuffins is an amazing six-year-old girl who has the ability to talk to toys and stuffed animals! She heals and tends to all the toys and stuffed animals that need help and fixes all the boo-boos that happen throughout the day! Whatever the problem, the Doc is always in!

1.00  Dora The Explorer (Season 6 / Ep 3 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The unstoppable Latina heroine returns in all new episodes to lead kids in new adventures with her best friend, Boots the monkey!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Show</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>Thomas &amp; Friends (Sr 15 &amp; 16 / Eps 5 &amp; 6 / Preschool)</td>
<td>Thomas the Tank Engine returns with a brand new CGI look!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>Sid The Science Kid (Season 2 / Ep 3 / Preschool)</td>
<td>Sid and friends return for new and fun adventures of scientific discovery and exploration!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>Gofrette (Season 2 / Eps 17 - 18 / Preschool / R)</td>
<td>A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**okto WEDNESDAY 5 JUNE 2013**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Show</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.00PM</td>
<td>oktOriginal: In Our House (Sr 1 / Ep 14 / Local Info-ed / R)</td>
<td>In an entertaining mix of song, dance, music and drama, join the wacky hosts as they introduce the Letters and Numbers of the day and the adventures that they encounter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 12 / Local Info-ed / R)</td>
<td>In Art Factory, you will find Einstein, working away frantically, fulfilling orders for a range of artistic activities, from large scale paintings to decorating birthday cakes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 2 / Ep 4 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)</td>
<td>In this series, the girls help unravel a string of unusual mysteries, with the help of their hip and cool Sec One tuition teacher, Ice Tay! Join the girls as they outsmart thieves, discover the truth behind a murder and even escape from the jaws of death.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>oktOriginal: Ubin Boy (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)</td>
<td>It’s the holidays again, and Steven is looking forward to his visit to Pulau Ubin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>Pippi Longstocking (Ep 15 / Schoolkids / Cartoon)</td>
<td>Astrid Lindgrens beloved free spirited book character, Pippi Longstocking lives in a home with no parents and relies on her charm, ingenuity and superhuman strength to overcome obstacles in her way!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>Mattimeo: A Tale Of Redwall (Ep 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon)</td>
<td>Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle forest animals prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and bravely ward off abductors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 13 / Schoolkids / Cartoon)</td>
<td>Lola wants everyone to be more like her until they all start acting exactly like her. The babies compete to see who can create the best Mother’s Day card.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic (Season 3 / Ep 3 / Schoolkids / Cartoon)</td>
<td>When Pinkie Pie finds it impossible to choose between fun activities with her friends, she decides to use magic to make more Pinkie Pies. But her clones soon make it impossible for Pinkie Pie to be with any of her friends at all.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.00PM</td>
<td>LEGO Ninjago (Sr 2 / Ep 5 / Schoolkids / R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lloyd moves in and tries to make nice by helping out with chores, but he just gets in the way. Pythor has awoken the Vipoids and the Constrictaurs and an all out snake war has taken over Ninjago. The Ninja are not faring well, when a mysterious Samurai shows up and saves the day.

7.30 Little Battlers eXperience (Ep 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Ban had a special training on learning a tactic from LEX.

8.00 Jessie (Yr 1 / Ep 10 / Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)
To the kid's dismay, Jessie has everyone take the subway to the cultural fair at Emma's school. Meanwhile, Bertram and Ravi look for a pesky spider that has made its home in the apartment.

8.30 Dick 'N' Dom Go Wild! (Sr 2 / Ep 10 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Go Wild boys, Dick and Dom, challenge volunteers to help fix wounded and poorly pets in the United Kingdom's busiest vets and wildlife rescue centres.

okto WEDNESDAY 5 JUNE 2013

9.00PM ANIMAL NIGHT: Bug Attack (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)
Join Phil DeVries as he goes after bugs with the strangest, most powerful and deadliest venoms. His search brings him face to face with the controversial, lesion-producing spider bites of Australia and the most painful non-lethal stingers of the Amazon.

10.00 a-ok: Art Reborn! (Ep 4 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)
Join us as we witness the rebirth of everyday things in the form of a cardboard playground and recycled bottle treetop at the National Library; get creative with aluminium cans; get the lowdown on discarded chain art and visit a teahouse made entirely from discarded packaging materials!

10.30 a-ok: Celebrating Youth (Sr 2 / Ep 6 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目)
For the past year, students across Singapore have been waiting for their time to shine. Honing their craft in disciplines ranging from choir and dance to Chinese orchestra, hundreds of school teams are celebrating their achievements at the biggest event of the school calendar - the Singapore Youth Festival.

11.00 a-ok: Auction (Eps 3 - 4 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Princess Diana’s black dress – discovered in a bin bag – goes to a good home, and a grand silver wine cistern leads a sale of exquisite ‘treasures’ in London. And, in Paris, the forgotten collection of an art dealer is sent to auction.

12.00MN Close
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9.00AM Sesame Street (Season 40 / Ep 11 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The beloved Sesame Street gang return in a refreshed show format, complete with new guest stars, and a brand new opening theme song!
10.00 JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Zoboomafoo (Ep 4 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Zoboomafoo the leaping lemur has bounced his way into the hearts and homes of kids everywhere. Fast-paced and fun, the Emmy award-winning series combines live-action, animation and claymation delivering animal adventures like you've never seen before.

10.30 JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 7 & 8 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00 JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: The DaVincibles (Eps 7 & 8 / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Animated series featuring the family of DaVincibles who travel the world rescuing famous art pieces from bumbling crook Quba!

11.30 Gofrette (Season 2 / Eps 19 - 20 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off each episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot.

12.00NN Barney & Friends (Sr 13 / Ep 4 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Barney, a loveable purple dinosaur who comes magically to life and interacts with a group of children, sometimes helped by other dinosaur friends.

12.30PM Jake & The Never Land Pirates (Yr 2 / Ep 1 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
An interactive 2-D and CG animated series for preschoolers and parents featuring the music and fun-filled adventures of classic characters Captain Hook and Smee, plus a new crew of kid pirates led by the enthusiastic and courageous Jake.

1.00 Dora The Explorer (Season 6 / Ep 4 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The unstoppable Latina heroine returns in all new episodes to lead kids in new adventures with her best friend, Boots the monkey!

1.30 Thomas & Friends (Sr 15 & 16 / Eps 7 & 8 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Thomas the Tank Engine returns with a brand new CGI look!

2.00 Sid The Science Kid (Season 2 / Ep 4 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Sid and friends return for new and fun adventures of scientific discovery and exploration!

2.30 Gofrette (Season 2 / Eps 19 - 20 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off each episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot.

3.00 oktOriginal: In Our House (Sr 1 / Ep 15 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
In an entertaining mix of song, dance, music and drama, join the wacky hosts as they introduce the Letters and Numbers of the day and the adventures that they encounter.

okto THURSDAY 6 JUNE 2013

3.30PM oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 13 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
In Art Factory, you will find Einstein, working away frantically, fulfilling orders for a range of artistic activities, from large scale paintings to decorating birthday cakes.

4.00 oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 2 / Ep 5 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
In this series, the girls help unravel a string of unusual mysteries, with the help of their hip and cool Sec One tuition teacher, Ice Tay! Join the girls as they outsmart thieves, discover the truth behind a murder and even escape from the jaws of death.

4.30  **oktOriginal**: Ubin Boy (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
It’s the holidays again, and Steven is looking forward to his visit to Pulau Ubin.

5.00  Pippi Longstocking (Ep 16 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Astrid Lindgrens beloved free spirited book character, Pippi Longstocking lives in a home with no parents and relies on her charm, ingenuity and superhuman strength to overcome obstacles in her way!

5.30  Mattimeo: A Tale Of Redwall (Ep 19 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle forest animals prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and bravely ward off abductors.

6.00  Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 14 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Lola wants everyone to be more like her...until they all start acting exactly like her. The babies compete to see who can create the best Mother’s Day card.

While her friends try to keep the Crystal Ponies occupied at the Crystal Faire, Twilight searches for the hidden Crystal Heart that is the key to keeping their empire safe from harm.

7.00  LEGO Ninjago (Sr 2 / Ep 6 / Schoolkids / R)
Pythor declares himself to be the destined leader who will reawaken The Great Devourer – an ancient beast who can’t be killed and will consume all of Ninjago. We find out Nya is the Samurai and Lloyd is taken prisoner by the snake tribes.

7.30  Little Battlers eXperience (Ep 19 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Defeated LEX in Altemis tournament.

8.00  **oktOriginal**: Make Me! (Ep 3 / Local Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)
If there’s one thing this world lacks, it’s giving kids a voice in the greater public arena. So Annie uses the app and wishes herself into the Editor of Today newspaper! Now she can ensure that everyone will get kids news and nothing but kids news!

8.30  **oktOriginal**: The Badge (Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目)
Born with cerebral palsy, Kang Wei has led an active and fulfilling life despite the many adversities he had to face. His crutches have been by his side for the last 24 years supporting him. But now, 5 whizzes from Rulang Primary will attempt to take away his crutches and offer him the independence of a hands free solution.

**okto THURSDAY 6 JUNE 2013**

9.00PM  **DOCUMENTARY**: True Heroes: Deadly Dam / Terror Underground (Eps 19 & 20 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
A Jet Skier plunges over a dam and must be saved before being sucked under by a deadly vortex of water. Water floods a coal mine in Ohio and traps a group of miners sixty feet beneath the earth’s surface.

10.00  **a-ok**: Feasts: Mexico (Ep 3 / Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目)
Stefan Gates’ journey to Mexico turns out to be a wild emotional and spiritual rollercoaster ride, starting with a 15-year-old girl’s colourful coming-of-age ceremony and ending with the “Day of the Dead” festival, during which Mexicans believe that their loved ones come back from the dead for three days every year.

11.00  a-ok: Globe Trekkers: Western Canada (Sr 10 / Ep 13 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Zay Harding travels to the west of Canada. He visits the world’s largest shopping mall, attends the world’s greatest outdoor event - the Calgary Stampedede – and has the wildest river trips of his life.

12.00MN  Close
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**okto FRIDAY 7 JUNE 2013**

9.00AM  **Sesame Street** (Season 40 / Ep 12 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The beloved Sesame Street gang return in a refreshed show format, complete with new guest stars, and a brand new opening theme song!

10.00  **JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013**: Zoboomafoo (Ep 5 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Zoboomafoo the leaping lemur has bounced his way into the hearts and homes of kids everywhere. Fast-paced and fun, the Emmy award-winning series combines live-action, animation and claymation delivering animal adventures like you’ve never seen before.

10.30  **JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013**: Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 9 & 10 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00  **JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013**: The DaVincibles (Eps 9 & 10 / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Animated series featuring the family of DaVincibles who travel the world rescuing famous art pieces from bumbling crook Quba!

11.30  Gofrette (Season 2 / Eps 21 - 22 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot.

12.00NN  Barney & Friends (Sr 13 / Ep 5 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Barney, a loveable purple dinosaur who comes magically to life and interacts with a group of children, sometimes helped by other dinosaur friends.

12.30PM  Jake & The Never Land Pirates (Yr 2 / Ep 2 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
An interactive 2-D and CG animated series for preschoolers and parents featuring the music and fun-filled adventures of classic characters Captain Hook and Smee, plus a new crew of kid pirates led by the enthusiastic and courageous Jake.

1.00  Dora The Explorer (Season 6 / Ep 5 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The unstoppable Latina heroine returns in all new episodes to lead kids in new adventures with her best friend, Boots the monkey!

1.30  
**Thomas & Friends (Sr 15 & 16 / Eps 9 & 10 / Preschool)** (幼儿乐园)  
Thomas the Tank Engine returns with a brand new CGI look!

2.00  
**Sid The Science Kid (Season 2 / Ep 5 / Preschool)** (幼儿乐园)  
Sid and friends return for new and fun adventures of scientific discovery and exploration!

2.30  
**Gofrette (Season 2 / Eps 21 - 22 / Preschool / R)** (幼儿乐园)  
A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot.

**okto FRIDAY 7 JUNE 2013**

3.00PM  
**oktOriginal: In Our House (Sr 1 / Ep 16 / Local Info-ed / R)** (益智节目)  
In an entertaining mix of song, dance, music and drama, join the wacky hosts as they introduce the Letters and Numbers of the day and the adventures that they encounter.

3.30  
**oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 14 / Local Info-ed / R)** (益智节目)  
In Art Factory, you will find Einstein, working away frantically, fulfilling orders for a range of artistic activities, from large scale paintings to decorating birthday cakes.

4.00  
**oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 2 / Ep 6 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)** (电视剧)  
In this series, the girls help unravel a string of unusual mysteries, with the help of their hip and cool Sec One tuition teacher, Ice Tay! Join the girls as they outsmart thieves, discover the truth behind a murder and even escape from the jaws of death.

4.30  
**oktOriginal: Ubin Boy (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)** (电视剧)  
It’s the holidays again, and Steven is looking forward to his visit to Pulau Ubin.

5.00  
**Pippi Longstocking (Ep 17 / Schoolkids / Cartoon)** (卡通片)  
Astrid Lindgrens beloved free spirited book character, Pippi Longstocking lives in a home with no parents and relies on her charm, ingenuity and superhuman strength to overcome obstacles in her way!

5.30  
**Mattimeo: A Tale Of Redwall (Ep 20 / Schoolkids / Cartoon)** (卡通片)  
Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle forest animals prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and bravely ward off abductors.

6.00  
**oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL (Sr 6 / Ep 10 / Local Info-ed / R)** (益智节目)  
Haikel and Gurmit take you Back to School to catch up on the arts events in schools this June holiday. Nigel and Shye-Anne offer amazing trivia in The Crystal Ball, Vernetta, and Jessica tempt us with arts events. In Ring of Fire, the boys take on the girls as they rock and roll. Only on KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL!

6.30  
**okto @ The Movies: Scooby-Doo! The Mystery Begins (Movie / Schoolkids) (PG)**  
Before the mysteries, before the unmaskings, before they even knew each other, the gang at Mystery,Inc. was little more than a group of meddling kids. In this prequel to the two hit movies that grossed over $300 million worldwide, see how it all begins.
8.30 Backyard Science (Sr 3 / Ep 9 / Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目)
This is a show that rips science out of the classroom and hurls it into the real world! It’s science BY kids FOR kids, and its science as part of THEIR world.

okto FRIDAY 7 JUNE 2013

9.00PM ANIMAL NIGHT: America The Wild: Black Bear Invasion (Ep 5 / Info-ed)
(With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)
In northern Maine, Casey Anderson finds himself in the den of a wild black bear family! On a research expedition to study the species, the team’s GPS malfunctions and Casey stumbles upon the bear den, literally bringing viewers up-close and personal to the dangerous black bears.

10.00 a-ok: DCI Banks (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Drama) (电视剧)
DCI Alan Banks and DI Helen Morton must learn to reconcile their conflicting policing styles and personalities whilst trying to unravel the increasingly puzzling murder of a local accountant who has been leading a secret double life.

11.00 a-ok: Tess Of The D’Urbervilles (Ep 3 / Drama) (电视剧)
Tess agrees to marry Angel, to his great joy. When he confesses to a dishonourable event in his own past, Tess feels that she can at last tell him about her relationship with Alec D’Urberville and its consequences.

12.00MN Close
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7.00AM oktOriginal: The Numbers Squad (Eps 3 & 4 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)
(益智节目)
13 Mathematics munching monsters have got loose and set on devouring all Maths in Singapore! Without maths, building can’t be built, buses can’t be recognized & nobody will get paid! So each week a different group of 3 Primary School students will try to defeat & capture The Number Crunchers.

8.00 oktOriginal: Zero Hero (平凡超人) (Sr 2 / Eps 9 & 10 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)
(电视剧)
Zero Hero is a series revolving around a superhero family who have mysteriously lost all their super powers and now struggle to be like the average human being.

9.00 The Little Prince (Season 2 / Ep 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
This all-new High-Definition animated series follows the adventures of The Little Prince and his friend the fox as they travel the universe, helping those they meet along the way emphasizing educational and environmental themes.

9.30 Cartoons (Looney Tunes) (Ep 34 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Goofy! Silly! Wacky! Looney! The hilarious antics of Warner Bros,’ classic animated characters are back again! Featuring beloved characters like Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck, Sylvester and Tweety!

10.00 Pokemon: Black & White (Season 15 / Ep 34 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
After Ash and the gang arrive in Virbank City and Cilan gives them a rundown of the area’s history, they run into their filmmaking friend Luke and his Zorua! Thanks to winning a film festival with the movie our heroes helped him.

10.30 The Super Hero Squad Show (Yr 1 / Ep 25 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
The Infinity Sword, has been shattered in a battle between Iron man and Dr Doom. But Doom doesn't give up easily; he'll leave no stone in turned until he recovered every last shard. Iron Man snags the best heroes around to beat Doom at his own game.

11.00 Metal Fight Beyblade (Sr 3 / Ep 34 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Gingka and his friends locate Rago and Nemesis in the Pacific Ocean but when they try to get to them they find their way blocked Johannes and his cronies.

11.30 Bakugan: Mechtanium Surge (Sr 4 / Ep 30 / Schoolkids) (卡通片)
Jaakor is visited by his two former students: Skytruss and Orbeum. It seems that many of the Bakugan are fearful of Wiseman and wish to return to the safety of New Vestroia.

12.00NN oktOriginal: Make Me! (Ep 3 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
If there’s one thing this world lacks, it’s giving kids a voice in the greater public arena. So Annie uses the app and wishes herself into the Editor of Today newspaper! Now she can ensure that everyone will get kids news and nothing but kids news!

okto SATURDAY 8 JUNE 2013

12.30PM oktOriginal: The Badge (Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Born with cerebral palsy, Kang Wei has led an active and fulfilling life despite the many adversities he had to face. His crutches have been by his side for the last 24 years supporting him. But now, 5 whizzes from Rulang Primary will attempt to take away his crutches and offer him the independence of a hands free solution.

1.00 Power Rangers R.P.M (Eps 7 - 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Ranger Red’s backstory is revealed where Scott loses his brother Marcus in the battle for Corinth City. Summer’s backstory is revealed. The Rangers battle the Boom-bot and Tenaya 7 after she attempts to steal the Black Landsdown Diamond for Venjix.

2.00 The Adventures Of Merlin (Sr 2 / Ep 8 / Schoolkids / R)
A mysterious warrior arrives in Camelot, sending Arthur on a quest that could change his life forever.

3.00 oktOriginal: The Numbers Squad (Eps 3 & 4 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
13 Mathematics munching monsters have got loose and set on devouring all Maths in Singapore! Without maths, building can’t be built, buses can’t be recognized & nobody will get paid! So each week a different group of 3 Primary School students will try to defeat & capture The Number Crunchers.

4.00 oktOriginal: Zero Hero (平凡超人) (Sr 2 / Eps 9 & 10 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)
Zero Hero is a series revolving around a superhero family who have mysteriously lost all their super powers and now struggle to be like the average human being.

5.00

Planet Cook (Sr 1 / Ep 2 / Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目)
An action-packed, cooking adventure show for children! Set on a tropical fantasy island, each episode sees Captain Cook and his quirky sous chef, a friendly and mischievous Yeti, guide three cool young Cook Cadets as they discover the wonders of the natural world and are driven.

5.30

The Little Prince (Season 1 / Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
This all-new High-Definition animated series follows the adventures of The Little Prince and his friend the fox as they travel the universe, helping those they meet along the way emphasizing educational and environmental themes.

6.00

The Adventures Of Tintin (Ep 11 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Tintin and Snowy travel to a mysterious island near Scotland, which they suspect is the source of a counterfeit money scheme.

6.30

PopPixie (Eps 3 & 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
In this season, the Winx Club goes to Earth to save the last fairy, Roxy. The Winx also attain new Believix power. Stay tuned for exciting adventures and astounding transformations.

okto  SATURDAY 8 JUNE 2013

7.00PM

Pokemon: Black & White (Season 14 / Ep 30 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Late one night while en route to Nimbasa City, Ash and his pals are awakened by a UFO! The next day they stop at a café to discuss the sighting.

7.30

Metal Fight Beyblade (Sr 2 / Ep 23 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
With Team Gangan Galaxy tied with Team Wild Fang, a fourth and final team battle is set to determine a winner. The battle between the teams is epic, but in the end it is Gangan Galaxy’s Gingka and Masamune who lead their team to victory, and to the final round.

8.00

Artzooka (Ep 7 / Schoolkids / R)
Artzooka! celebrates the spirit of art. It’s really all about getting into your creative groove and having fun! Join Jeremie as he walks you through each project step-by-step. He can create masterpieces out of recycled materials and more.

8.30

ThunderCats (Ep 17 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
THUNDERCATS presents the grand origin story of Prince Lion-O’s ascension to the throne and those who would thwart his destiny at any cost and takes on epic dimensions in this sharp new telling.

okto  SATURDAY 8 JUNE 2013

9.00PM

oktoLIFE: Tales Of The Avian Hunters (Ep 1 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Filmed on the lakes and rivers in Korea, this documentary features the different hunting skills of a variety of birds, including the gray heron, the brown dipper, the
black-capped kingfisher and the white-tailed sea eagle, through the four seasons of the year.

10.00 CENTRESTAGE: AVO Session (Culture / 2nd Telecast)
American singer Natalie Cole performs at AVO session, an indoor music festival, in Basel, Switzerland. American jazz vibraphonist Roy Ayers performs at AVO session, an indoor music festival, in Basel, Switzerland.

12.00 MN Close

---
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okto SUNDAY 9 JUNE 2013

7.00AM oktOriginal: Spot On (Eps 3 & 4 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Spot On is a game show that improves your visual intelligence, general knowledge and reasoning through fun challenges!

8.00 oktOriginal: My Classmate Dad (Sr 2 / Eps 9 & 10 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
My Classmate Dad Season 2 brings about a body switch adventure with a whole new twist!

9.00 Master Raindrop (Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Master Raindrop follows the journey of martial arts novice Raindrop and his friend Shao Yen on their quest to save their Master Yun and ultimately their entire peaceful land - from the evil General Bu and his army of terracotta warriors.

9.31 Backkom (Eps 43 - 48 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Backkom the polar bear is selfish and impatient mixed with a dose of bad luck. Not only a troublemaker but a trouble finder too! His curiosity drives him to travel around the world, learning about us.

10.00 Galaxia (Ep 40 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Nine guardians of the solar system and the four human youth, regardless of life and death, are divided into two groups to adventure in the universe.

10.30 Cardfight Vanguard (Sr 2 / Ep 22 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Join Sendo Aichi, Kai Toshiki and other friends in the exciting card game known as Cardfight Vanguard!

11.00 Ben 10: Ultimate Alien (Sr 1 / Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Kevin’s old buddy, Argit, has tricked a powerful new alien into helping him take over the Forever Knights’ castle!
11.30  Kaijudo: Rise Of The Duel Masters (Ep 13 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
On a mission to hunt down a primitive Bigfoot-like creature known as the Roaming Bloodmane, Ray and the Duel Masters quickly discover there is far more to the beast than meets the eye.

12.00NN  Oscar's Oasis (Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Hilarious 3D animated, non-dialogue series in the style of Looney Tunes. Oscar, the lonely desert lizard, battles the riges of the desert as well as his un-neighbourly fellow inhabitants, from chickens to mischievous meerkats.

okto SUNDAY 9 JUNE 2013

12.30PM  The Amazing Spiez! (Sr 2 / Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Brothers Tony, Marc, Lee, and their sister Megan, return for more undercover spy missions for WOOHP - all the while still juggling their daily lives as average 12 year-olds!

1.00  Spirit Warriors (Ep 6 / Schoolkids / Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
Inspired by ancient Chinese myths and legends, the show follows Bo, her sister Jen, and fellow schoolmates Vicky, Trix and Martin who discover their destinies as Spirit Warriors.

1.30  Adventurers Masters Of Time (Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Four schoolfriends are suddenly whisked back through the ages on a desperate search for their missing computer professor by uploading themselves by way of a time continuum software! Unfortunately, they haven't made the journey alone. An evil hacker is threatening to change world history.

2.00  Winx Club (Sr 4 / Eps 3 & 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
In this season, the Winx Club goes to Earth to save the last fairy, Roxy. The Winx also attain new Believix power. Stay tuned for exciting adventures and astounding transformations.

3.00  oktOriginal: Spot On (Eps 3 & 4 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Spot On is a game show that improves your visual intelligence, general knowledge and reasoning through fun challenges!

4.00  oktOriginal: My Classmate Dad (Sr 2 / Eps 9 & 10 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
My Classmate Dad Season 2 brings about a body switch adventure with a whole new twist!

5.00  Monkey King (Sr 1 / Ep 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Animated version of the classic Monkey King tales!

5.30  The Little Prince (Season 1 / Ep 11 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
This all-new High-Definition animated series follows the adventures of The Little Prince and his friend the fox as they travel the universe, helping those they meet along the way emphasizing educational and environmental themes.

6.00  The Adventures Of Tintin (Ep 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Strange events at Marlin Spike Hall and the kidnapping of Professor Calculus send Tintin, Snowy and Captain Haddock on a dangerous rescue mission.
6.30 PopPixie (Eps 5 & 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
In this season, the Winx Club goes to Earth to save the last fairy, Roxy. The Winx also attain new Believix power. Stay tuned for exciting adventures and astounding transformations.

okto SUNDAY 9 JUNE 2013

7.00PM Junior MasterChef Australia (Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
It’s the 2nd MasterClass for the series and Gary, George and Anna are joined by 12 excited students from Bangalow Public School in Northern New South Wales.

8.00 Artzooka (Ep 8 / Schoolkids / R)
Artzooka! celebrates the spirit of art. It’s really all about getting into your creative groove and having fun! Join Jeremie as he walks you through each project step-by-step. He can create masterpieces out of recycled materials and more.

8.30 ThunderCats (Ep 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
THUNDERCATS presents the grand origin story of Prince Lion-O's ascension to the throne and those who would thwart his destiny at any cost and takes on epic dimensions in this sharp new telling.

okto SUNDAY 9 JUNE 2013

9.00PM The Witches Of Oz (Ep 1 / Part 2 / Drama) (电视剧)
Dorothy, who has been tricked to New York to deal with a book publisher, finds herself being manipulated by witches. She also discovers that her books are not based on her own imagination, but on repressed childhood memories.

10.00 FILMART: Haeundae (The Deadly Tsunami) (Korean Movie With English Subtitles) (艺术 影 院)
Located on the southeast tip of the Korean peninsula is the international city of Pusan. One day, a geologist who is an expert on tsunami research, discovers the East Sea showing signs of activity similar to the Indian Ocean at the time of the 2004 tsunami. Despite his warnings, the Disaster Prevention Agency affirms that Korea is in no harm of being hit but on a hot summer day, a super-tsunami is headed straight for Haeundae at 500 miles per hour.

12.15MN Close
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okto MONDAY 10 JUNE 2013

9.00AM Sesame Street (Season 40 / Ep 13 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The beloved Sesame Street gang return in a refreshed show format, complete with new guest stars, and a brand new opening theme song!

10.00 JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Zoboomafoo (Ep 6 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Zoboomafoo the leaping lemur has bounced his way into the hearts and homes of kids everywhere. Fast-paced and fun, the Emmy award-winning series combines live-action, animation and claymation delivering animal adventures like you’ve never seen before.

10.30  **JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013:** Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 11 & 12 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00  **JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013:** The DaVincibles (Eps 11 & 12 / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Animated series featuring the family of DaVincibles who travel the world rescuing famous art pieces from bumbling crook Quba!

11.30  Gofrette (Season 2 / Eps 23 - 24 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot.

12.00NN  Barney & Friends (Sr 13 / Ep 6 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Barney, a loveable purple dinosaur who comes magically to life and interacts with a group of children, sometimes helped by other dinosaur friends.

12.30PM  Jake & The Never Land Pirates (Yr 2 / Ep 3 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
An interactive 2-D and CG animated series for preschoolers and parents featuring the music and fun-filled adventures of classic characters Captain Hook and Smee, plus a new crew of kid pirates led by the enthusiastic and courageous Jake.

1.00  Dora The Explorer (Season 6 / Ep 6 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The unstoppable Latina heroine returns in all new episodes to lead kids in new adventures with her best friend, Boots the monkey!

1.30  Thomas & Friends (Sr 15 & 16 / Eps 11 & 12 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Thomas the Tank Engine returns with a brand new CGI look!

2.00  Sid The Science Kid (Season 2 / Ep 6 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Sid and friends return for new and fun adventures of scientific discovery and exploration!

2.30  Gofrette (Season 2 / Eps 23 - 24 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot.

**okto MONDAY 10 JUNE 2013**

3.00PM  oktOriginal: In Our House (Sr 1 / Ep 17 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
In an entertaining mix of song, dance, music and drama, join the wacky hosts as they introduce the Letters and Numbers of the day and the adventures that they encounter.

3.30  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 15 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
In Art Factory, you will find Einstein, working away frantically, fulfilling orders for a range of artistic activities, from large scale paintings to decorating birthday cakes.

4.00  oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 2 / Ep 7 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
In this series, the girls help unravel a string of unusual mysteries, with the help of their hip and cool Sec One tuition teacher, Ice Tay! Join the girls as they outsmart thieves, discover the truth behind a murder and even escape from the jaws of death.

4.30  **okto**Original: Ubin Boy (Sr 2 / Ep 4 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
It's the holidays again, and Steven is looking forward to his visit to Pulau Ubin.

5.00  Pippi Longstocking (Ep 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Astrid Lindgrens beloved free spirited book character, Pippi Longstocking lives in a home with no parents and relies on her charm, ingenuity and superhuman strength to overcome obstacles in her way!

5.30  Mattimeo: A Tale Of Redwall (Ep 21 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle forest animals prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and bravely ward off abductors.

6.00  Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 15 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Sylvester and Taz team up to win a toy racecar derby. Daffy "reads" the babies a scary story, only to end up frightening himself.

6.30  What's New Scooby-Doo? (Season 1 / Ep 5 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
The Mystery Machine is haunted and begins to act like Christine (the menacing car in the Stephen King novel) towards the gang.

7.00  Spectacular Spider-Man (Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
As Peter and Mary Jane are a hit at the Fall Formal, the Green Goblin’s attack on Fisk Industries calls for Spectacular Spider-Man to intervene.

7.30PM  Winx Club (Sr 5 / Ep 3 / Schoolkids) (卡通片)
Tritannus grows stronger, and the Magic Dimension is in danger. To stop him, the Winx must acquire a new power - Sirenix. They battle the Trix to secure the Sirenix Book but during the fight, Sky is injured and may never be the same.

8.00  Pair Of Kings (Yr 2 / Ep 21 / Schoolkids)
When an advance copy of their high school yearbook arrives, the kings realize they are going to be remembered back in Chicago for throwing the worst party ever. To repair their reputation, Boomer and Brady invite their entire high school class to Kinkow for an epic beach party.

8.30  Discover Science (Sr 2 / Eps 21 - 22 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Visualize the phenomena between two parabolas by using laser beam. Finally challenge to make conversation in 40m distance using two parabollas. Weigh the air in a classroom. Stuff the classroom with inflated plastic bags, then measure their weight.

**okto MONDAY 10 JUNE 2013**

9.00PM  **ANIMAL NIGHT:** American Eagle (Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)
The bald eagle is unique to North America. It is a symbol of the United States. This documentary is an intimate portrait of these majestic raptors’ lives in the wild.

10.00  **a-ok:** Live From Abbey Road (Sr 5 / Ep 12 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Canadian singer Michael Buble, American soul duo Gnarls Barkley, English singer Ed Sheeran, and American musicians Brian Wilson and Paul Simon perform in this episode.

11.00  **a-ok:** Arts.21 (Ep 93 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Richard Wagner’s 200th birthday is being celebrated in style – and Arts.21 is joining in the festivities. It also meet female directors screening at the recent Cannes Film Festival and pays tribute to artist Werner Buttner, a portrayer of uncomfortable truths.

11.30 a-ok: Euromaxx (Ep 93 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
This edition of Euromaxx features a 21-year-old Swiss museum curator, two female Danish ceramics designers, and a film about the Baltic coast in northern Germany.

12.00MN Close

**MediaCorp Pte Ltd**
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okto TUESDAY 11 JUNE 2013

9.00AM  **Sesame Street** (Season 40 / Ep 14 / Preschool) (幼兒乐园)
The beloved Sesame Street gang return in a refreshed show format, complete with new guest stars, and a brand new opening theme song!

10.00  **JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Zoboomafoo** (Ep 7 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Zoboomafoo the leaping lemur has bounced his way into the hearts and homes of kids everywhere. Fast-paced and fun, the Emmy award-winning series combines live-action, animation and claymation delivering animal adventures like you've never seen before.

10.30  **JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Horrid Henry** (Sr 1 / Eps 13 & 14 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00  **JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: The DaVincibles** (Eps 13 & 14 / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Animated series featuring the family of DaVincibles who travel the world rescuing famous art pieces from bumbling crook Quba!

11.30  **Gofrette** (Season 2 / Eps 25 - 26 / Preschool) (幼兒乐园)
A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot.

12.00NN  **Barney & Friends** (Sr 13 / Ep 7 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Barney, a loveable purple dinosaur who comes magically to life and interacts with a group of children, sometimes helped by other dinosaur friends.

12.30PM  **Jake & The Never Land Pirates** (Yr 2 / Ep 4 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
An interactive 2-D and CG animated series for preschoolers and parents featuring the music and fun-filled adventures of classic characters Captain Hook and Smee, plus a new crew of kid pirates led by the enthusiastic and courageous Jake.

1.00  **Dora The Explorer** (Season 6 / Ep 7 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The unstoppable Latina heroine returns in all new episodes to lead kids in new adventures with her best friend, Boots the monkey!
1.30 Thomas & Friends (Sr 15 & 16 / Eps 13 & 14 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Thomas the Tank Engine returns with a brand new CGI look!

2.00 Sid The Science Kid (Season 2 / Ep 7 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Sid and friends return for new and fun adventures of scientific discovery and exploration!

2.30 Gofrette (Season 2 / Eps 25 - 26 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
A wildly enthusiastic, inquisitive, endlessly optimistic cat, Gofrette, and his friends set off each in episode to the land of Zanimo in search of adventure. Based on the books by Doris Brasset and Fabienne Michot.

okto TUESDAY 11 JUNE 2013

3.00PM oktOriginal: In Our House (Sr 1 / Ep 18 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
In an entertaining mix of song, dance, music and drama, join the wacky hosts as they introduce the Letters and Numbers of the day and the adventures that they encounter.

3.30 oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 16 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
In Art Factory, you will find Einstein, working away frantically, fulfilling orders for a range of artistic activities, from large scale paintings to decorating birthday cakes.

4.00 oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 2 / Ep 8 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
In this series, the girls help unravel a string of unusual mysteries, with the help of their hip and cool Sec One tuition teacher, Ice Tay! Join the girls as they outsmart thieves, discover the truth behind a murder and even escape from the jaws of death.

4.30 oktOriginal: Ubin Boy (Sr 2 / Ep 5 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
It's the holidays again, and Steven is looking forward to his visit to Pulau Ubin.

5.00 Pippi Longstocking (Ep 19 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Astrid Lindgren's beloved free spirited book character, Pippi Longstocking lives in a home with no parents and relies on her charm, ingenuity and superhuman strength to overcome obstacles in her way!

5.30 Mattimeo: A Tale Of Redwall (Ep 22 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle forest animals prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and bravely ward off abductors.

6.00 Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 16 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Tweety takes a role in a play too seriously and begins to believe he's a real superhero. The kids take turns jumping over a puddle, but Sylvester is afraid of the water.

6.30 What's New Scooby-Doo? (Season 1 / Ep 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
A big star's debut concert in new Las Vegas is sabotaged by a ghost from old Las Vegas.

7.00 Spectacular Spider-Man (Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
When the Green Goblin sabotages Otto Octavius by fusing his mechanical arms to his body, the newly-created Doctor Octopus must find a new power source while being pursued by Spectacular Spider-Man.

7.30 Winx Club (Sr 5 / Ep 4 / Schoolkids) (卡通片)
The Winx faced down the Trix in the magic Archive of Alfea, where the Sirenix Book is kept. During the fight, trying to defend Bloom, Sky is hit by one of Icy’s spells and loses his memory. Bloom is determined to do everything she can to help Sky.

8.00  
Pair Of Kings (Yr 2 / Ep 22 / Schoolkids)  
Mikayla ends her friendship with Brady after his flirting becomes too much to bear. But when Mikayla and Boomer bond over her new hobby, Kinkonian poetry slams, a jealous Brady outlaw poetry and tries to sabotage their blossoming friendship.

8.30  
Junior Bake Off (Ep 11 / Schoolkids / Info-ed)  
On the first day of the finals, Saffron, Kai, Freya and Kieran undertake a baking master-class from award winning pastry chef Cherish Finden. Working in teams they then have to prepare afternoon tea for a special guest: world famous award winning Chef Michel Roux Junior.

okto TUESDAY 11 JUNE 2013

9.00PM  
DOCUMENTARY: Modern Marvels: Shoes (Info-ed)  
Today footwear is built to withstand any extreme environment where a foot can tread from the heart of a burning building to the track of an Olympic stadium. This programme goes behind the scenes with the products that keep your feet covered.

10.00  
a-ok: The Art Bus (Ep 2 / Local Info-ed)  
Hungry? Well, this episode is for you. We explore works of art inspired by food and Singapore’s delicious culinary heritage.

10.30  
oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL (Sr 6 / Ep 11 / Local Info-ed)  
Ooboo and Booboo share tips short stories while Handyman Haikel and Artist Gurmit investigate belly size and bellydancing in Artbusters. Learn new trivia from Nigel and Shye-Anne. Vernetta, and Jessica share upcoming arts goodies in The Crystal Ball. In the Ring of Fire teams take on Arabic calligraphy.

11.00  
a-ok: Time Team XIX (Ep 1 / Debut / Info-ed)  
Presented by Tony Robinson, each episode of this series features a team of specialists carrying out an archaeological dig at a chosen site, usually in the United Kingdom, with Tony explaining the process in layman’s terms. In this first episode, Tony and the team visit a tiny windswept island off the coast of Wales.

12.00MN  
Close
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okto WEDNESDAY 12 JUNE 2013

9.00AM  
Sesame Street (Season 40 / Ep 15 / Preschool)  
The beloved Sesame Street gang return in a refreshed show format, complete with new guest stars, and a brand new opening theme song!

10.00  
JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Zoboomafoo (Ep 8 / Preschool)
Zoboomafoo the leaping lemur has bounced his way into the hearts and homes of kids everywhere. Fast-paced and fun, the Emmy award-winning series combines live-action, animation and claymation delivering animal adventures like you’ve never seen before.

10.30 **JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013**: Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 15 & 16 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00 **JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013**: The DaVincibles (Eps 15 & 16 / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Animated series featuring the family of DaVincibles who travel the world rescuing famous art pieces from bumbling crook Quba!

11.30 **Mouk (Eps 1 - 2 / Debut / Preschool)** (幼儿乐园)
Join the 2 little globetrotters, Mouk and Chavapa, as they travel and discover the world!

12.00 **Barney & Friends (Sr 13 / Ep 8 / Preschool / R)** (幼儿乐园)
Barney, a loveable purple dinosaur who comes magically to life and interacts with a group of children, sometimes helped by other dinosaur friends.

12.30 **Jake & The Never Land Pirates (Yr 2 / Ep 5 / Preschool)** (幼儿乐园)
An interactive 2-D and CG animated series for preschoolers and parents featuring the music and fun-filled adventures of classic characters Captain Hook and Smee, plus a new crew of kid pirates led by the enthusiastic and courageous Jake.

1.00 **Dora The Explorer (Season 6 / Ep 8 / Preschool)** (幼儿乐园)
The unstoppable Latina heroine returns in all new episodes to lead kids in new adventures with her best friend, Boots the monkey!

1.30 **Thomas & Friends (Sr 15 & 16 / Eps 15 & 16 / Preschool)** (幼儿乐园)
Thomas the Tank Engine returns with a brand new CGI look!

2.00 **Sid The Science Kid (Season 2 / Ep 8 / Preschool)** (幼儿乐园)
Sid and friends return for new and fun adventures of scientific discovery and exploration!

2.30 **Mouk (Eps 1 - 2 / Preschool / R)** (幼儿乐园)
Join the 2 little globetrotters, Mouk and Chavapa, as they travel and discover the world!

**okto  WEDNESDAY 12  JUNE 2013**

3.00 **oktOriginal**: In Our House (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
In this season, we find that more wonderful and unexpected things can happen In Our House.

3.30 **oktOriginal**: Art Factory (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Einstein returns with more innovative and creative art ideas. In this series, Einstein continues to work frantically & fulfill orders for a range of artistic activities. There will be new characters and more bizarre ideas.

4.00 **oktOriginal**: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 2 / Ep 9 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
In this series, the girls help unravel a string of unusual mysteries, with the help of their hip and cool Sec One tuition teacher, Ice Tay! Join the girls as they outsmart thieves, discover the truth behind a murder and even escape from the jaws of death.

4.30 **oktOriginal**: Ubin Boy (Sr 2 / Ep 6 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
It’s the holidays again, and Steven is looking forward to his visit to Pulau Ubin.

5.00 Pippi Longstocking (Ep 20 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Astrid Lindgrens beloved free spirited book character, Pippi Longstocking lives in a home with no parents and relies on her charm, ingenuity and superhuman strength to overcome obstacles in her way!

5.30 **Mattimeo: A Tale Of Redwall** (Ep 23 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle forest animals prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and bravely ward off abductors.

6.00 Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 17 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Lola wants everyone to be more like her until they all start acting exactly like her. The babies compete to see who can create the best Mother’s Day card.

6.30 **My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic** (Season 3 / Ep 5 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
When the great and powerful Trixie defeats Twilight in a magic duel, she forces Twilight out of Ponyville. Twilight must find a way to beat Trixie so that she can return to her home, but Twilight’s magic may not be strong enough to do the trick.

7.00 **PM**
LEGO Ninjago (Sr 2 / Ep 7 / Schoolkids / R)
When the four ninja follow the mysterious falcon into the woods, they stumble on a hidden work shop where Zane learns the secret about his past and in the process, finally knowing who he is, he is the first ninja to unlock his true potential.

7.30 Little Battlers eXperience (Ep 20 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Exciting new Japanese series featuring little robots fighting in reinforced cardboard battle fields!

8.00 **Jessie** (Yr 1 / Ep 11 / Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)
Jessie teaches Zuri the value of a dollar when, against the wishes of Mrs. Chesterfield, they set up a lemonade stand in the lobby of their building. Meanwhile, Ravi deals with the trials and tribulations of adjusting to his new American school.

8.30 **Dick 'N' Dom Go Wild!** (Sr 2 / Ep 11 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Go Wild boys, Dick and Dom, challenge volunteers to help fix wounded and poorly pets in the United Kingdom's busiest vets and wildlife rescue centres.

**okto WEDNESDAY 12 JUNE 2013**

9.00PM **ANIMAL NIGHT**: Bug Attack (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)
Phil DeVries takes viewers on a journey to the dark side of the bug world: bugs that eat nothing but human blood, bugs that steal into our homes with the singular goal of piercing our flesh, maggots that nest in our living flesh.

10.00 **a-ok**: Art Reborn! (Ep 5 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)
Participate in au naturel feast of epic proportions at the annual Cheng-Long Wetlands International Environmental Art Project; get to the root of nature art in Korea and Singapore and explore the art of zinc painting – all in one explosive episode!
10.30  a-ok: Celebrating Youth (Sr 2 / Ep 7 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目)
For the past year, students across Singapore have been waiting for their time to shine. Honing their craft in disciplines ranging from choir and dance to Chinese orchestra, hundreds of school teams are celebrating their achievements at the biggest event of the school calendar - the Singapore Youth Festival.

11.00  a-ok: Auction (Sr 2 / Eps 1 - 2 / Info-ed) (益智节目)

12.00MN  Close
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okto  THURSDAY 13 JUNE 2013

9.00AM   Sesame Street (Season 40 / Ep 16 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The beloved Sesame Street gang return in a refreshed show format, complete with new guest stars, and a brand new opening theme song!

10.00   JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Zoboomafoo (Ep 9 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Zoboomafoo the leaping lemur has bounced his way into the hearts and homes of kids everywhere. Fast-paced and fun, the Emmy award-winning series combines live-action, animation and claymation delivering animal adventures like you've never seen before.

10.30   JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 17 & 18 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00   JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: The DaVincibles (Eps 17 & 18 / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Animated series featuring the family of DaVincibles who travel the world rescuing famous art pieces from bumbling crook Quba!

11.30   Mouk (Eps 3 - 4 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Join the 2 little globetrotters, Mouk and Chavapa, as they travel and discover the world!

12.00NN  Barney & Friends (Sr 13 / Ep 9 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Barney, a loveable purple dinosaur who comes magically to life and interacts with a group of children, sometimes helped by other dinosaur friends.

12.30PM  Jake & The Never Land Pirates (Yr 2 / Ep 6 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
An interactive 2-D and CG animated series for preschoolers and parents featuring the music and fun-filled adventures of classic characters Captain Hook and Smee, plus a new crew of kid pirates led by the enthusiastic and courageous Jake.
1.00  Dora The Explorer (Season 6 / Ep 9 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The unstoppable Latina heroine returns in all new episodes to lead kids in new adventures with her best friend, Boots the monkey!

1.30  Thomas & Friends (Sr 15 & 16 / Eps 17 & 18 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Thomas the Tank Engine returns with a brand new CGI look!

2.00  Sid The Science Kid (Season 2 / Ep 9 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Sid and friends return for new and fun adventures of scientific discovery and exploration!

2.30  Mouk (Eps 3 - 4 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Join the 2 little globetrotters, Mouk and Chavapa, as they travel and discover the world!

3.00  oktOriginal: In Our House (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
In this season, we find that more wonderful and unexpected things can happen In Our House.

okto  THURSDAY 13  JUNE 2013

3.30PM  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Einstein returns with more innovative and creative art ideas. In this series, Einstein continues to work frantically & fulfill orders for a range of artistic activities. There will be new characters and more bizarre ideas.

4.00  oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 2 / Ep 10 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
In this series, the girls help unravel a string of unusual mysteries, with the help of their hip and cool Sec One tuition teacher, Ice Tay! Join the girls as they outsmart thieves, discover the truth behind a murder and even escape from the jaws of death.

4.30  oktOriginal: Ubin Boy (Sr 3 / Ep 1 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
This season Steven's perspective has changed as he is now more comfortable with Ubin, and he now sees it through the eyes of a true Ubin Boy.

5.00  Pippi Longstocking (Ep 21 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Astrid Lindgren's beloved free spirited book character, Pippi Longstocking lives in a home with no parents and relies on her charm, ingenuity and superhuman strength to overcome obstacles in her way!

5.30  Mattimeo: A Tale Of Redwall (Ep 24 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle forest animals prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and bravely ward off abductors.

6.00  Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Lola wants everyone to be more like her until they all start acting exactly like her. The babies compete to see who can create the best Mother's Day card.

Rainbow Dash's Scary campfire stories are giving Scootaloo nightmares and she's Afraid to go to sleep. But if Scootaloo wants the nightmares to go away, she'll have to face her greatest fear – her idol finding out she's a scaredy pony.

7.00  LEGO Ninjago (Sr 2 / Ep 8 / Schoolkids / R)
Jay and Nya have to cut their first date in Mega-Monster Amusement Park short as the Serpentine are on their way to retrieve the first or four fang blades to be used to awaken the Great Devourer.

7.30 Little Battlers eXperience (Ep 21 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Ban beated Team Keita.

8.00 oktOriginal: Make Me! (Ep 4 / Local Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)
Jordan, David and Annie learn that the rules that govern Singapore are made without consulting an important part of the population – kids! To right this heinous wrong, Jordan wishes himself to be the Prime Minister of Singapore but quickly learn that there’s more to running a country than just making up rules.

8.30 oktOriginal: The Badge (Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目)
5 students from Choa Chu Kang Primary will attempt to grant Uncle Hiu his wish and prove that archery is a sport that even the blind can play!

okto THURSDAY 13 JUNE 2013

9.00PM DOCUMENTARY: Against All Odds (Ep 1 / Debut / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Each episode focuses on a subject area like superhuman strength or falling from the sky and uses compelling international case histories to bring the story to life. Then science is applied to analyze the factual basis of the apparently impossible, using computer graphics and dramatic reenactments to get under the skin of just what the human body is capable of.

10.00 a-ok: Roam (Season 1 / Eps 1 & 2 / Debut / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Aussie travellers Tim Charody and Tim Doyle roam the world in this new series. The hosts’ cheeky and unbridled enthusiasm sees them exploring a variety of locations less travelled and the hotspots of the future, making friends with the locals they encounter along the way.

11.00 a-ok: World On Wheels (Eps 1 - 2 / Debut / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Motorcycle tour guides Mike and Denise Ferris take fellow bikers through some of the most awe-inspiring places on Earth. In these episodes, they ride into the Himalayas, and later traverse the Andes in South America to visit Machu Picchu.

12.00MN Close
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okto FRIDAY 14 JUNE 2013

9.00AM Sesame Street (Season 40 / Ep 17 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The beloved Sesame Street gang return in a refreshed show format, complete with new guest stars, and a brand new opening theme song!

10.00 JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Zoboomafoo (Ep 10 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Zoboomafoo the leaping lemur has bounced his way into the hearts and homes of kids everywhere. Fast-paced and fun, the Emmy award-winning series combines live-action, animation and claymation delivering animal adventures like you've never seen before.

10.30  
**JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 19 & 20 / Preschool)** (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00  
**JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: The DaVincibles (Eps 19 & 20 / Cartoon)** (卡通片)
Animated series featuring the family of DaVincibles who travel the world rescuing famous art pieces from bumbling crook Quba!

11.30  
Mouk (Eps 5 - 6 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Join the 2 little globetrotters, Mouk and Chavapa, as they travel and discover the world!

12.00NN  
Barney & Friends (Sr 13 / Ep 10 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Barney, a loveable purple dinosaur who comes magically to life and interacts with a group of children, sometimes helped by other dinosaur friends.

12.30PM  
Jake & The Never Land Pirates (Yr 2 / Ep 7 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
An interactive 2-D and CG animated series for preschoolers and parents featuring the music and fun-filled adventures of classic characters Captain Hook and Smee, plus a new crew of kid pirates led by the enthusiastic and courageous Jake.

1.00  
Dora The Explorer (Season 6 / Ep 10 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The unstoppable Latina heroine returns in all new episodes to lead kids in new adventures with her best friend, Boots the monkey!

1.30  
Thomas & Friends (Sr 15 & 16 / Eps 19 & 20 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Thomas the Tank Engine returns with a brand new CGI look!

2.00  
Sid The Science Kid (Season 2 / Ep 10 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Sid and friends return for new and fun adventures of scientific discovery and exploration!

2.30  
Mouk (Eps 5 - 6 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Join the 2 little globetrotters, Mouk and Chavapa, as they travel and discover the world!

**okto FRIDAY 14 JUNE 2013**

3.00PM  
**oktOriginal: In Our House (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / R)** (益智节目)
In this season, we find that more wonderful and unexpected things can happen In Our House.

3.30  
**oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / R)** (益智节目)
Einstein returns with more innovative and creative art ideas. In this series, Einstein continues to work frantically & fulfill orders for a range of artistic activities. There will be new characters and more bizarre ideas.

4.00  
**oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 3 / Ep 1 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)** (电视剧)
REM is back! But this time a twist of fate takes E Ching away and Rachel and Mo are left with the mysterious disappearance of their closest friend. Joining them for the first time, is
E Ching’s gadget-savvy cousin E Jet. He adds his power of deduction and brains to the team to unravel more cases and to get to the bottom E Ching’s abduction.

4.30 **oktOriginal:** Ubin Boy (Sr 3 / Ep 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
This season Steven’s perspective has changed as he is now more comfortable with Ubin, and he now sees it through the eyes of a true Ubin Boy.

5.00 Pippi Longstocking (Ep 22 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Astrid Lindgren’s beloved free spirited book character, Pippi Longstocking lives in a home with no parents and relies on her charm, ingenuity and superhuman strength to overcome obstacles in her way!

5.30 Mattimeo: A Tale Of Redwall (Ep 25 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle forest animals prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and bravely ward off abductors.

6.00 **oktOriginal:** KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL (Sr 6 / Ep 11 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Ooboo and Booboo share tips short stories while Handyman Haikel and Artist Gurmit investigate belly size and bellydancing in Artbusters. Learn new trivia from Nigel and Shye-Anne. Vernetta, and Jessica share upcoming arts goodies in The Crystal Ball. In the Ring of Fire teams take on Arabic calligraphy.

6.30 **okto @ The Movies:** The Adventures Of Sharkboy And Lavagirl (Movie / Schoolkids)
Everyone knows Max has a wild imagination but no one believed his wildest creation! A boy raised by sharks & a girl with the force of a volcano were real. These 2 pint-size action masters will show Max that an ordinary kid can be extraordinary.

8.30 Backyard Science (Sr 3 / Ep 10 / Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目)
This is a show that rips science out of the classroom and hurls it into the real world! It’s science BY kids FOR kids, and its science as part of THEIR world.

**okto FRIDAY 14 JUNE 2013**

9.00PM **ANIMAL NIGHT:** America The Wild: Grizzly Vs Polar Bear (Ep 6 / Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)
A polar bear and a brown bear are seen together in the wild! Traditionally the two species have remained isolated from each other. But it’s believed that climate change has pushed them into overlapping territories. While out on an expedition in Alaska, Casey Anderson documents the incredible animal interaction.

10.00 **a-ok:** DCI Banks (Sr 2 / Ep 4 / Drama) (电视剧)
Banks is tempted by an offer from Pamela Jeffries, as he becomes increasingly obsessed with understanding Keith Rothwell, just as Helen finds herself in danger as she closes in on Rothwell’s killer.

11.00 **a-ok:** Tess Of The D’Urbervilles (Ep 4 / Drama) (电视剧)
Angel has gone to Brazil, leaving Tess to endure a harsh winter on a Swede farm. While being relentlessly pursued by Alec, she writes to Angel, pleading with him to return before it is too late. Unfortunately, Angel has been struck down by a dangerous fever, and when Tess’ sister arrives with bad news about their father it sparks a chain of misfortunes.
12.00MN Close
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okto SATURDAY 15 JUNE 2013

7.00AM oktOriginal: The Numbers Squad (Eps 5 & 6 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
13 Mathematics munching monsters have got loose and set on devouring all Maths in Singapore! Without maths, building can’t be built, buses can’t be recognized & nobody will get paid! So each week a different group of 3 Primary School students will try to defeat & capture The Number Crunchers.

8.00 oktOriginal: 100 Wishes (Sr 1 / Ep 1 & 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
A young girl has to help a banished genie fulfill a hundred wishes without any use of his magical powers in order to be an all-powerful Genie again! In the course of their adventures, the girl and the genie change, bringing out the worst and best in each other and find the most magical thing of all: friendship.

9.00 The Little Prince (Season 2 / Ep 19 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
This all-new High-Definition animated series follows the adventures of The Little Prince and his friend the fox as they travel the universe, helping those they meet along the way emphasizing educational and environmental themes.

9.30 Cartoons (Looney Tunes) (Ep 16 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Goofy! Silly! Wacky! Looney! The hilarious antics of Warner Bros,’ classic animated characters are back again! Featuring beloved characters like Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck, Sylvester and Tweety!

10.00 Pokemon: Black & White (Season 15 / Ep 35 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
On their way to the Virbank City Gym, our heroes are surprised to come across several Trainers who are still reeling from their defeat at the hands of the Gym Leader, Roxie, who specializes in Poison-type Pokemon.

10.30 The Super Hero Squad Show (Yr 1 / Ep 26 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
The Infinity Sword, has been shattered in a battle between Iron man and Dr Doom. But Doom doesn’t give up easily; he’ll leave no stone in turned until he recovered every last shard. Iron Man snags the best heroes around to beat Doom at his own game.

11.00 Metal Fight Beyblade (Sr 3 / Ep 35 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Gingka and his friends fly through a storm to get to the Lost Kingdom of Hades. Meanwhile Ryuga and L-Drago battle Rago and Nemesis, and Ryuga loses.

11.30 Bakugan: Mechtanium Surge (Sr 4 / Ep 31 / Schoolkids) (卡通片)
After Shun and Jaakor relay the details of their last battle to the rest of the team, it is decided that Bakugan combining is the best strategy they can employ against Wiseman.

12.00NN oktOriginal: Make Me! (Ep 4 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
Jordan, David and Annie learn that the rules that govern Singapore are made without consulting an important part of the population – kids! To right this heinous wrong, Jordan wishes himself to be the Prime Minister of Singapore but quickly learn that there’s more to running a country than just making up rules.

**okto SATURDAY 15 JUNE 2013**

**12.30PM**  
oktOriginal: The Badge (Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)  
5 students from Choa Chu Kang Primary will attempt to grant Uncle Hiu his wish and prove that archery is a sport that even the blind can play!

**1.00**  
Power Rangers R.P.M (Eps 9 - 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R)  
The conclusion of Yellow Ranger’s backstory is learned, as she saves the Landsdown Diamond from being stolen by Tenaya 7 and avoids being forced to marry the rich boy she does not love. Flynn’s personal history of how he became a Ranger is revealed while the Rangers battle Tenaya 7 and Doctor K fixes Flynn’s broken suit.

**2.00**  
The Adventures Of Merlin (Sr 2 / Ep 9 / Schoolkids / R)  
Merlin meets a kindred spirit but his new friendship is threatened when a deadly magical beast attacks Camelot.

**3.00**  
oktOriginal: The Numbers Squad (Eps 5 & 6 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)  
13 Mathematic munching monsters have got loose and set on devouring all Maths in Singapore! Without maths, building can’t be built, buses can’t be recognized & nobody will get paid! So each week a different group of 3 Primary School students will try to defeat & capture The Number Crunchers.

**4.00**  
oktOriginal: 100 Wishes (Sr 1 / Ep 1 & 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)  
A young girl has to help a banished genie fulfill a hundred wishes without any use of his magical powers in order to be an all-powerful Genie again! In the course of their adventures, the girl and the genie change, bringing out the worst and best in each other and find the most magical thing of all: friendship.

**5.00**  
Planet Cook (Sr 1 / Ep 3 / Info-ed / Schoolkids)  
An action-packed, cooking adventure show for children! Set on a tropical fantasy island, each episode sees Captain Cook and his quirky sous chef, a friendly and mischievous Yeti, guide three cool young Cook Cadets as they discover the wonders of the natural world and are driven.

**5.30**  
The Little Prince (Season 1 / Ep 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R)  
This all-new High-Definition animated series follows the adventures of The Little Prince and his friend the fox as they travel the universe, helping those they meet along the way emphasizing educational and environmental themes.

**6.00**  
The Adventures Of Tintin (Ep 13 / Schoolkids / Cartoon)  
Tintin, Snowy and Captain Haddock must rescue their eccentric friend, Professor Calculus from Bordurian kidnappers.

**6.30**  
PopPixie (Eps 7 & 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R)
In this season, the Winx Club goes to Earth to save the last fairy, Roxy. The Winx also attain new Believix power. Stay tuned for exciting adventures and astounding transformations.

**okto SATURDAY 15 JUNE 2013**

7.00PM  
-Pokemon: Black & White (Season 14 / Ep 31 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)-  
On their way to Nimbasa City, our heroes stop for a lunch that Cilan is preparing a gourmet meal, as usual. But Ash and Iris's roughhousing ruins the lunch, so Cilan asks them to go and play elsewhere while he prepares lunch all over again.

7.30  
-Metal Fight Beyblade (Sr 2 / Ep 24 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)-  
Team Gangan Galaxy are in shock as they learn that their teammate Tsubasa has been infected by a dark power. Meanwhile, the first battle for a spot in the finals between Excalibur and Wang Hu Zhong is won by Wales and Sophie of the EU team.

8.00  
-Artzooka (Ep 9 / Schoolkids / R)-  
Arztouka! celebrates the spirit of art. It's really all about getting into your creative groove and having fun! Join Jeremie as he walks you through each project step-by-step. He can create masterpieces out of recycled materials and more.

8.30  
-ThunderCats (Ep 19 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)-  
THUNDERCATS presents the grand origin story of Prince Lion-O's ascension to the throne and those who would thwart his destiny at any cost and takes on epic dimensions in this sharp new telling.

**okto SATURDAY 15 JUNE 2013**

9.00PM  
-oktoLIFE: Tales Of The Avian Hunters (Ep 2 / Info-ed) (益智节目)-  
Filmed on the Korean peninsula, this episode features those avian hunters who plot their attack from up in the sky, such as the butcherbird, the goshawk, the kestrel, the great titmouse, the blue-and-white flycatcher, the Korean buzzard, and the Chinese sparrow hawk.

10.00  
-CENTRESTAGE: AVO Session (Culture / 2nd Telecast)-  
American jazz/rhythm-and-blues singer Lizz Wright performs at AVO Session, an indoor music festival, in Basel, Switzerland.

12.00MN  
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**okto SUNDAY 16 JUNE 2013**

7.00AM  
-oktOriginal: Spot On (Eps 5 & 6 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)-  
Spot On is a game show that improves your visual intelligence, general knowledge and reasoning through fun challenges!

8.00  
-oktOriginal: Cosmo & George (Sr 1 / Eps 1 & 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)-
Cosmo, a bungling alien from Planet Omnicyclon 7, crash lands in the Long residence backyard and is discovered by a ten year old girl, Georgina and her grandfather. Both, being losers without any friends, become fast friends and keep the alien secret from George's parents and the busybody neighbour, Kris Gopal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Program Name</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>Master Raindrop (Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)</td>
<td>Master Raindrop follows the journey of martial arts novice Raindrop and his friend Shao Yen on their quest to save their Master Yun and ultimately their entire peaceful land - from the evil General Bu and his army of terracotta warriors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.32</td>
<td>Backkom (Eps 49 - 54 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)</td>
<td>Backkom the polar bear is selfish and impatient mixed with a dose of bad luck. Not only a troublemaker but a trouble finder too! His curiosity drives him to travel around the world, learning about us.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>Galaxia (Ep 41 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)</td>
<td>Nine guardians of the solar system and the four human youth, regardless of life and death, are divided into two groups to adventure in the universe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.30</td>
<td>Cardfight Vanguard (Sr 2 / Ep 23 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)</td>
<td>Join Sendo Aichi, Kai Toshiki and other friends in the exciting card game known as Cardfight Vanguard!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>Ben 10: Ultimate Alien (Sr 1 / Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)</td>
<td>The last of the fugitive aliens tries to take over Ben's body in an effort to stay undetected by the evil Aggregor!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.30</td>
<td>Kaijudo: Rise Of The Duel Masters (Ep 14 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)</td>
<td>In an attempt to ease the tensions of wealth vs. want amongst her friends, Allie hosts a girls' sleepover at her home - which soon turns into a Creature battleground as Alakshmi crashes the party with Gorgeon, Shadow of Gluttony.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.00NN</td>
<td>Oscar's Oasis (Ep 11 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)</td>
<td>Hilarious 3D animated, non-dialogue series in the style of Looney Tunes. Oscar, the lonely desert lizard, battles the rigours of the desert as well as his un-neighbourly fellow inhabitants, from chickens to mischievous meerkats.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**okto SUNDAY 16 JUNE 2013**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Program Name</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12.30PM</td>
<td>The Amazing Spiez! (Sr 2 / Ep 11 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)</td>
<td>Brothers Tony, Marc, Lee, and their sister Megan, return for more undercover spy missions for WOOHP - all the while still juggling their daily lives as average 12-year-olds!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>Spirit Warriors (Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Drama / R) (电视剧)</td>
<td>Inspired by ancient Chinese myths and legends, the show follows Bo, her sister Jen, and fellow schoolmates Vicky, Trix and Martin who discover their destinies as Spirit Warriors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>Adventurers Masters Of Time (Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)</td>
<td>Four schoolfriends are suddenly whisked back through the ages on a desperate search for their missing computer professor by uploading themselves by way of a time continuum software! Unfortunately, they haven't made the journey alone. An evil hacker is threatening to change world history.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.00 Winx Club (Sr 4 / Eps 5 & 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
In this season, the Winx Club goes to Earth to save the last fairy, Roxy. The Winx also attain new Believix power. Stay tuned for exciting adventures and astounding transformations.

3.00 oktOriginal: Spot On (Eps 5 & 6 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Spot On is a game show that improves your visual intelligence, general knowledge and reasoning through fun challenges!

4.00 oktOriginal: Cosmo & George (Sr 1 / Eps 1 & 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
Cosmo, a bungling alien from Planet Omnicyclon 7, crash lands in the Long residence backyard and is discovered by a ten year old girl, Georgina and her grandfather. Both, being losers without any friends, become fast friends and keep the alien secret from George’s parents and the busybody neighbour, Kris Gopal.

5.00 Monkey King (Sr 1 / Ep 13 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Animated version of the classic Monkey King tales!

5.30 The Little Prince (Season 1 / Ep 13 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
This all-new High-Definition animated series follows the adventures of The Little Prince and his friend the fox as they travel the universe, helping those they meet along the way emphasizing educational and environmental themes.

6.00 The Adventures Of Tintin (Ep 14 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
When a large meteorite containing a powerful new mineral crashes into the arctic sea, Tintin, Snowy, Captain haddock and a team of scientists set out on a dangerous mission to find it.

6.30 PopPixie (Eps 9 & 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
In this season, the Winx Club goes to Earth to save the last fairy, Roxy. The Winx also attain new Believix power. Stay tuned for exciting adventures and astounding transformations.

okto SUNDAY 16 JUNE 2013

7.00PM Junior MasterChef Australia (Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
The Top 8 face a new challenge in the MCK today – a first for the JMC series: a three-round, knock out basic skills test.

8.00 Artzooka (Ep 10 / Schoolkids / R)
Artzooka! celebrates the spirit of art. It’s really all about getting into your creative groove and having fun! Join Jeremie as he walks you through each project step-by-step. He can create masterpieces out of recycled materials and more.

8.30 ThunderCats (Ep 20 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
THUNDERCATS presents the grand origin story of Prince Lion-O's ascension to the throne and those who would thwart his destiny at any cost and takes on epic dimensions in this sharp new telling.
9.00PM The Witches Of Oz (Ep 2 / Part 1 / Drama) (电视剧)
Dorothy is forced to confront the Wicked Witch of the West and her allies who have descended on New York. The Wicked Witch plans to settle an old score and claims a key which was trusted to Dorothy by the Wizard of Oz.

10.00 FILMART: Not Without You (Mandarin Movie With English Subtitles) (艺术影院)
Wu-Hsiung (Wen-Pin CHEN) lives in a fishing village in Kaohsiung with his daughter. When she reaches schooling age, he has to struggle with the police and social workers for her custody and domicile registration. Driven by desperation for help, he dares to challenge society with daunting moves to fight for the right to live with his daughter.

12.00MN Close
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okto MONDAY 17 JUNE 2013

9.00AM Sesame Street (Season 40 / Ep 18 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The beloved Sesame Street gang return in a refreshed show format, complete with new guest stars, and a brand new opening theme song!

10.00 JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Zoboomafoo (Ep 11 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Zoboomafoo the leaping lemur has bounced his way into the hearts and homes of kids everywhere. Fast-paced and fun, the Emmy award-winning series combines live-action, animation and claymation delivering animal adventures like you've never seen before.

10.30 JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 21 & 22 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00 JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: The DaVincibles (Eps 21 & 22 / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Animated series featuring the family of DaVincibles who travel the world rescuing famous art pieces from bumbling crook Quba!

11.30 Mouk (Eps 7 - 8 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Join the 2 little globetrotters, Mouk and Chavapa, as they travel and discover the world!

12.00NN Super Why! (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The SUPER WHY mission is to inspire children to develop a lifelong love of reading and books. This is a preschool show design to help children 3 to 6 learn to read through interactive story adventures!

12.30PM Jake & The Never Land Pirates (Yr 2 / Ep 8 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
An interactive 2-D and CG animated series for preschoolers and parents featuring the music and fun-filled adventures of classic characters Captain Hook and Smee, plus a new crew of kid pirates led by the enthusiastic and courageous Jake.

1.00 Dora The Explorer (Season 6 / Ep 11 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The unstoppable Latina heroine returns in all new episodes to lead kids in new adventures with her best friend, Boots the monkey!

1.30 Thomas & Friends (Sr 15 & 16 / Eps 21 & 22 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Thomas the Tank Engine returns with a brand new CGI look!

2.00 Sid The Science Kid (Season 2 / Ep 11 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Sid and friends return for new and fun adventures of scientific discovery and exploration!

2.30 Mouk (Eps 7 - 8 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Join the 2 little globetrotters, Mouk and Chavapa, as they travel and discover the world!

3.00 oktOriginal: In Our House (Sr 2 / Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
In this season, we find that more wonderful and unexpected things can happen In Our House.

okto MONDAY 17 JUNE 2013

3.30PM oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 2 / Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Einstein returns with more innovative and creative art ideas. In this series, Einstein continues to work frantically & fulfill orders for a range of artistic activities. There will be new characters and more bizarre ideas.

4.00 oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 3 / Ep 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
REM is back! But this time a twist of fate takes E Ching away and Rachel and Mo are left with the mysterious disappearance of their closest friend. Joining them for the first time, is E Ching’s gadget-savvy cousin E Jet. He adds his power of deduction and brains to the team to unravel more cases and to get to the bottom E Ching’s abduction.

4.30 oktOriginal: Ubin Boy (Sr 3 / Ep 3 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
This season Steven’s perspective has changed as he is now more comfortable with Ubin, and he now sees it through the eyes of a true Ubin Boy.

5.00 Pippi Longstocking (Ep 23 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Astrid Lindgren’s beloved free spirited book character, Pippi Longstocking lives in a home with no parents and relies on her charm, ingenuity and superhuman strength to overcome obstacles in her way!

5.30 Mattimeo: A Tale Of Redwall (Ep 26 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Adventures abound in the animated medieval world of Redwall Abby as the gentle forest animals prepare jubilees but become heroes to face villains, pirates and bravely ward off abductors.

6.00 Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 19 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Sylvester and Taz team up to win a toy racecar derby. Daffy "reads" the babies a scary story, only to end up frightening himself.

6.30 What's New Scooby-Doo? (Season 1 / Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
An amusement park full of extreme rides is haunted by the Roller Ghoster, a speed-happy spectre who frightens patrons off the thrill rides.

7.00 Spectacular Spider-Man (Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
In a final showdown, Spectacular Spider-Man learns the Green Goblin’s true identity – Harry Osborn.

7.30

Winx Club (Sr 5 / Ep 5 / Schoolkids) (卡通片)
The Trix cursed Tecna’s cellphone which she had rigged to find the Sirenix Book. Instead, she opened an evil Forbidden Tome and was transformed into a robot. But the Winx broke the spell, restored Tecna to herself and found the Sirenix Book.

8.00

Pair Of Kings (Yr 2 / Ep 23 / Schoolkids)
The kings learn that their Flaji friend Oogie has to hide his relationship with Priscilla, the daughter of the Dirt Fairy Chief, because of their conflicting tribes. To unite the tribes and impress Mikayla, Brady tries to get Oogie to perform a Fairy courtship ritual in front of Priscilla's father.

8.30

Discover Science (Sr 2 / Eps 23 - 24 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Visualize the phenomena between two parabolas by using laser beam. Finally challenge to make conversation in 40m distance using two parabolas. Weigh the air in a classroom. Stuff the classroom with inflated plastic bags, then measure their weight.

okto MONDAY 17 JUNE 2013

9.00PM

ANIMAL NIGHT: Amazon Claws (Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)
The giant anteater, the tamandua, the armadillo and the sloth belong to an amazing 'claw family' in the Amazon rain forests. They share a common feature: a set of powerful jaws used to dig for food and for self-defence.

10.00

a-ok: Show Me The Monet (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Amateur and professional artists compete to win a coveted place at a top London art exhibition and sale. It will be the chance of a lifetime to get their work seen and bought by professional art buyers and the public alike. But to secure a place, they will have to face the 'Hanging Committee' three of the art world's toughest critics: Charlotte Mullins, David Lee and Roy Bolton.

11.00

a-ok: Arts.21 (Ep 94 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
This edition of Arts.21 features the Venice Biennale art show and its highlights.

11.30

a-ok: Euromaxx (Ep 94 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
The eclectic inventions of British designer Dominic Wilcox, French singer Isabelle Geffroy on tour in Europe, the natural delights of the Baltic peninsula Fischland-Darss-Zingst, world champion sommelier Paolo Basso from Switzerland, and a celebration of lipstick's 130th anniversary.

12.00MN

Close
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okto TUESDAY 18 JUNE 2013

9.00AM

Sesame Street (Season 40 / Ep 19 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The beloved Sesame Street gang return in a refreshed show format, complete with new guest stars, and a brand new opening theme song!
10.00  JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Zoboomafoo (Ep 12 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Zoboomafoo the leaping lemur has bounced his way into the hearts and homes of kids everywhere. Fast-paced and fun, the Emmy award-winning series combines live-action, animation and claymation delivering animal adventures like you’ve never seen before.

10.30  JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 23 & 24 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00  JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: The DaVincibles (Eps 23 & 24 / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Animated series featuring the family of DaVincibles who travel the world rescuing famous art pieces from bumbling crook Quba!

11.30  Mouk (Eps 9 - 10 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Join the 2 little globetrotters, Mouk and Chavapa, as they travel and discover the world!

12.00NN Super Why! (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The SUPER WHY mission is to inspire children to develop a lifelong love of reading and books. This is a preschool show design to help children 3 to 6 learn to read through interactive story adventures!

12.30PM Jake & The Never Land Pirates (Yr 2 / Ep 9 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
An interactive 2-D and CG animated series for preschoolers and parents featuring the music and fun-filled adventures of classic characters Captain Hook and Smee, plus a new crew of kid pirates led by the enthusiastic and courageous Jake.

1.00  Dora The Explorer (Season 6 / Ep 12 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The unstoppable Latina heroine returns in all new episodes to lead kids in new adventures with her best friend, Boots the monkey!

1.30  Thomas & Friends (Sr 15 & 16 / Eps 23 & 24 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Thomas the Tank Engine returns with a brand new CGI look!

2.00  Sid The Science Kid (Season 2 / Ep 12 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Sid and friends return for new and fun adventures of scientific discovery and exploration!

2.30  Mouk (Eps 9 - 10 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Join the 2 little globetrotters, Mouk and Chavapa, as they travel and discover the world!

3.00  oktOriginal: In Our House (Sr 2 / Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
In this season, we find that more wonderful and unexpected things can happen In Our House.

okto TUESDAY 18 JUNE 2013

3.30PM  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 2 / Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Einstein returns with more innovative and creative art ideas. In this series, Einstein continues to work frantically & fulfill orders for a range of artistic activities. There will be new characters and more bizarre ideas.

4.00  oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 3 / Ep 3 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
REM is back! But this time a twist of fate takes E Ching away and Rachel and Mo are left with the mysterious disappearance of their closest friend. Joining them for the first time, is E Ching's gadget-savvy cousin E Jet. He adds his power of deduction and brains to the team to unravel more cases and to get to the bottom E Ching's abduction.

4.30 **oktOriginal**: Ubin Boy (Sr 3 / Ep 4 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
This season Steven’s perspective has changed as he is now more comfortable with Ubin, and he now sees it through the eyes of a true Ubin Boy.

5.00 Pippi Longstocking (Ep 24 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Astrid Lindgrens beloved free spirited book character, Pippi Longstocking lives in a home with no parents and relies on her charm, ingenuity and superhuman strength to overcome obstacles in her way!

5.30 **Nutri Ventures (Ep 1 / Debut / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)**
An entertaining action series that encourages healthy eating! In a world where foods bestow super powers, an evil man has replaced them with a single industrial compound. But when a group of brave kids taste a piece of bread, they embark on an incredible adventure to discover the remaining powers!

6.00 Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 20 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Tweety takes a role in a play too seriously and begins to believe he’s a real superhero. The kids take turns jumping over a puddle, but Sylvester is afraid of the water.

6.30 **What's New Scooby-Doo? (Season 1 / Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)**
Daphne’s video safari goes in search of disappearing African animals and gets derailed by animalistic demons.

7.00 **Spectacular Spider-Man (Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)**
Before either the Black Cat or the Chameleon can steal it, an alien Symbiote in Dr. Connors' lab attaches itself to Spectacular Spider-Man. Disguised as Spider-Man, the Chameleon embarks on a crime spree that only Spidey and the Black Cat can stop.

7.30 **Winx Club (Sr 5 / Ep 6 / Schoolkids) (卡通片)**
On Earth, the Winx and the Trix fought for the Lilo, a plant that releases powerful magic once it blossoms. No one knew that the Lilo plant was in the caring hands of Macy, Mitzi's sister.

8.00 **Pair Of Kings (Yr 2 / Ep 24 / Schoolkids)**
When two moons appear, the kings meet the ghost of Malakai, the first king of Kinkow who explains that an evil twin will destroy the island. After interrogating every twin on Kinkow, Boomer and Brady begin to turn on each other.

8.30 **Junior Bake Off (Ep 12 / Schoolkids / Info-ed) (益智节目)**
In the second round of the finals Saffron, Kai, Freya and Kieran are tested on their baking facts in a difficult knowledge quiz and practical challenge. Then they are tasked by presenter Aaron Craze with baking for a glamorous party for the hit West End Musical 'Wicked' at a big London Theatre.

**okto TUESDAY 18 JUNE 2013**

9.00PM **DOCUMENTARY**: Modern Marvels: Stink (Info-ed) (益智节目)
This episode explores some of the most offensive smells that people encounter in everyday lives from cesspools, garbage, military stink bombs, and rancid rotting meat to cow farms and landfills to bad breath and beyond.
There’s nothing more relaxing than taking in the natural setting around you – enjoying the breeze and greenery. These 3 sculpture put a unique twist on everyday surroundings, turning wind and flowers into works of art.

This week, Ooboo and Booboo piece together Mosaic Art. Haikel and Gurmit examine the guitars and violins in Art Busters. Nigel and Shye-Anne share more wacky trivia and Vernetta, and Jessica present you with arts treats in The Crystal Ball. In the Ring of Fire, the oldies take on the newbies in the street jazz challenge.

Archaeologist June Buckard and her team explore a lumpy, bumpy empty field in the village of Bitterley in Shropshire. They believe that this village used to be much bigger, with the field full of houses and streets.

Archaeologist June Buckard and her team explore a lumpy, bumpy empty field in the village of Bitterley in Shropshire. They believe that this village used to be much bigger, with the field full of houses and streets.
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okto WEDNESDAY 19 JUNE 2013

Sesame Street (Season 40 / Ep 20 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The beloved Sesame Street gang return in a refreshed show format, complete with new guest stars, and a brand new opening theme song!

Zoboomafoo the leaping lemur has bounced his way into the hearts and homes of kids everywhere. Fast-paced and fun, the Emmy award-winning series combines live-action, animation and claymation delivering animal adventures like you’ve never seen before.

Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

Animated series featuring the family of DaVincibles who travel the world rescuing famous art pieces from bumbling crook Quba!

Join the 2 little globetrotters, Mouk and Chavapa, as they travel and discover the world!

Super Why! (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The SUPER WHY mission is to inspire children to develop a lifelong love of reading and books. This is a preschool show designed to help children 3 to 6 learn to read through interactive story adventures!

12.30PM Jake & The Never Land Pirates (Yr 2 / Ep 10 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
An interactive 2-D and CG animated series for preschoolers and parents featuring the music and fun-filled adventures of classic characters Captain Hook and Smee, plus a new crew of kid pirates led by the enthusiastic and courageous Jake.

1.00 Dora The Explorer (Season 6 / Ep 13 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The unstoppable Latina heroine returns in all new episodes to lead kids in new adventures with her best friend, Boots the monkey!

1.30 Thomas & Friends (Sr 15 & 16 / Eps 25 & 26 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Thomas the Tank Engine returns with a brand new CGI look!

2.00 Sid The Science Kid (Season 2 / Ep 13 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Sid and friends return for new and fun adventures of scientific discovery and exploration!

2.30 Mouk (Eps 11 - 12 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Join the 2 little globetrotters, Mouk and Chavapa, as they travel and discover the world!

3.00 oktOriginal: In Our House (Sr 2 / Ep 6 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
In this season, we find that more wonderful and unexpected things can happen In Our House.

okto WEDNESDAY 19 JUNE 2013

3.30PM oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 2 / Ep 6 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Einstein returns with more innovative and creative art ideas. In this series, Einstein continues to work frantically & fulfill orders for a range of artistic activities. There will be new characters and more bizarre ideas.

4.00 oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 3 / Ep 4 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
REM is back! But this time a twist of fate takes E Ching away and Rachel and Mo are left with the mysterious disappearance of their closest friend. Joining them for the first time, is E Ching’s gadget-savvy cousin E Jet. He adds his power of deduction and brains to the team to unravel more cases and to get to the bottom E Ching’s abduction.

4.30 oktOriginal: Ubin Boy (Sr 3 / Ep 5 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
This season Steven’s perspective has changed as he is now more comfortable with Ubin, and he now sees it through the eyes of a true Ubin Boy.

5.00 Pippi Longstoking (Ep 25 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Astrid Lindgrens beloved free spirited book character, Pippi Longstoking lives in a home with no parents and relies on her charm, ingenuity and superhuman strength to overcome obstacles in her way!

5.30 Nutri Ventures (Ep 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
An entertaining action series that encourages healthy eating! In a world where foods bestow super powers, an evil man has replaced them with a single industrial compound. But when a group of brave kids taste a piece of bread, they embark on an incredible adventure to discover the remaining powers!

6.00 Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 21 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Lola wants everyone to be more like her until they all start acting exactly like her. The babies compete to see who can create the best Mother's Day card.

6.30 My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic (Season 3 / Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
It's a dream come true when Rainbow Dash is invited to attend the Wonderbolt Academy. But when she is paired up with a Pegasus named Lightning Dust who seems to be getting ahead by being reckless, Rainbow Dash starts to question whether or not she's Wonderbolt material.

7.00 LEGO Ninjago (Sr 2 / Ep 9 / Schoolkids / R)
The four ninja go undercover as a dance troupe and enter a talent contest in their quest to win “The Blade Cup” where one of the fang blades is hidden.

7.30 Little Battlers eXperience (Ep 22 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Exciting new Japanese series featuring little robots fighting in reinforced cardboard battle fields!

8.00 Jessie (Yr 1 / Ep 12 / Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)
After Jessie accidentally drops a diamond tiara belonging to Mrs. Ross onto Mrs. Chesterfield's terrace, Jessie and the kids must think of a creative way to retrieve it when she refuses to give it back.

8.30 Dick 'N' Dom Go Wild! (Sr 2 / Ep 12 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Go Wild boys, Dick and Dom, challenge volunteers to help fix wounded and poorly pets in the United Kingdom's busiest vets and wildlife rescue centres.

okto WEDNESDAY 19 JUNE 2013

9.00PM ANIMAL NIGHT: Bug Attack (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)
Dr Phil DeVries introduces various kinds of bloodsucking insects which include the leech, the flea, the maggot, the mosquito, the tick and the kissing bug.

10.00 a-ok:Art Reborn! (Ep 6 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)
This time around, prepare to be wowed by household waste, as we get colourful with Choi Jeong Hwa's wacky creations, fashion whimsical artworks from kitchenware and get in touch with our local heritage at Singapore’s Displacements showcase. In addition, we'll also bring you behind the scenes of the world’s only museum of sanitary waste art.

10.30 a-ok: Celebrating Youth (Sr 2 / Ep 8 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目)
For the past year, students across Singapore have been waiting for their time to shine. Honing their craft in disciplines ranging from choir and dance to Chinese orchestra, hundreds of school teams are celebrating their achievements at the biggest event of the school calendar - the Singapore Youth Festival.

11.00 a-ok: Auction (Sr 2 / Eps 3 - 4 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
The world comes to Wiltshire for a Chinese teapot. It is from the imperial court of the Qing Dynasty, made from a single block of jade and is expected to fetch over 300,000 pounds. In London, Victorian and British impressionist paintings are on offer. The royal lighting is part of a sale in London of exceptional pieces from the great houses of Europe.
MediaCorp Pte Ltd
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okto THURSDAY 20 JUNE 2013

9.00AM  Sesame Street (Season 40 / Ep 21 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The beloved Sesame Street gang return in a refreshed show format, complete with new guest stars, and a brand new opening theme song!

10.00  JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Zoboomafoo (Ep 14 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Zoboomafoo the leaping lemur has bounced his way into the hearts and homes of kids everywhere. Fast-paced and fun, the Emmy award-winning series combines live-action, animation and claymation delivering animal adventures like you've never seen before.

10.30  JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 27 & 28 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00  JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: The DaVincibles (Eps 27 & 28 / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Animated series featuring the family of DaVincibles who travel the world rescuing famous art pieces from bumbling crook Quba!

11.30  Mouk (Eps 13 - 14 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Join the 2 little globetrotters, Mouk and Chavapa, as they travel and discover the world!

12.00NN  Super Why! (Sr 2 / Ep 4 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The SUPER WHY mission is to inspire children to develop a lifelong love of reading and books. This is a preschool show design to help children 3 to 6 learn to read through interactive story adventures!

12.30PM  Jake & The Never Land Pirates (Yr 2 / Ep 11 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
An interactive 2-D and CG animated series for preschoolers and parents featuring the music and fun-filled adventures of classic characters Captain Hook and Smee, plus a new crew of kid pirates led by the enthusiastic and courageous Jake.

1.00  Dora The Explorer (Season 6 / Ep 14 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The unstoppable Latina heroine returns in all new episodes to lead kids in new adventures with her best friend, Boots the monkey!

1.30  Thomas & Friends (Sr 15 & 16 / Eps 27 & 28 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Thomas the Tank Engine returns with a brand new CGI look!

2.00  Sid The Science Kid (Season 2 / Ep 14 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Sid and friends return for new and fun adventures of scientific discovery and exploration!

2.30  Mouk (Eps 13 - 14 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Join the 2 little globetrotters, Mouk and Chavapa, as they travel and discover the world!
In this season, we find that more wonderful and unexpected things can happen In Our House.

**okto THURSDAY 20 JUNE 2013**

**3.00 oktOriginal:** In Our House (Sr 2 / Ep 7 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
In Our House

**3.30PM oktOriginal:** Art Factory (Sr 2 / Ep 7 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Einstein returns with more innovative and creative art ideas. In this series, Einstein continues to work frantically & fulfill orders for a range of artistic activities. There will be new characters and more bizarre ideas.

**4.00 oktOriginal:** We Are R.E.M. (Sr 3 / Ep 5 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
REM is back! But this time a twist of fate takes E Ching away and Rachel and Mo are left with the mysterious disappearance of their closest friend. Joining them for the first time, is E Ching’s gadget-savvy cousin E Jet. He adds his power of deduction and brains to the team to unravel more cases and to get to the bottom E Ching’s abduction.

**4.30 oktOriginal:** Ubin Boy (Sr 3 / Ep 6 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
This season Steven’s perspective has changed as he is now more comfortable with Ubin, and he now sees it through the eyes of a true Ubin Boy.

**5.00**

**Pippi Longstocking (Ep 26 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)**
Astrid Lindgrens beloved free spirited book character, Pippi Longstocking lives in a home with no parents and relies on her charm, ingenuity and superhuman strength to overcome obstacles in her way!

**5.30**

**Nutri Ventures (Ep 3 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)**
An entertaining action series that encourages healthy eating! In a world where foods bestow super powers, an evil man has replaced them with a single industrial compound. But when a group of brave kids taste a piece of bread, they embark on an incredible adventure to discover the remaining powers!

**6.00**

**Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 22 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)**
Lola wants everyone to be more like her until they all start acting exactly like her. The babies compete to see who can create the best Mother's Day card.

**6.30**

**My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic (Season 3 / Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)**
When Fluttershy asks Spike to watch Angel in exchange for a gem, Spike eagerly Agrees to take care of her pet. But finds himself in over his head after he convinces all of her friends to leave him in charge of their critters as well.

**7.00**

**LEGO Ninjago (Sr 2 / Ep 10 / Schoolkids / R)**
The ninjas are suspicious when their arch enemy Lord Garmadon moves in to help searching for his missing son Lloyd - but realize they have to work together in their attempt to rescue Lloyd from the snakes inside the unstable Fire Temple that is built on a volcano.

**7.30**

**Little Battlers eXperience (Ep 23 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)**
Exciting new Japanese series featuring little robots fighting in reinforced cardboard battle fields!

**8.00 oktOriginal:** Make Me! (Ep 5 / Local Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)
After being accused of not being a team player and losing an important soccer match for his team, Jordan decides it’s high time he was in charge. But a slight mix-up while making his wish turns him into the coach not of a Football team, but a Foosball team!

8.30  oktOriginal: The Badge (Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids)  
Living in a silent world come with life-threatening predicaments of its own. This week, join the Fantastic Five from Unity Primary as they attempt to invent a device to solve a common problem faced by the hearing impaired community.

okto THURSDAY 20 JUNE 2013

9.00PM  DOCUMENTARY: Against All Odds: Crash (Ep 2 / Info-ed)  
A race car driver lost both legs in a crash, and a teenager was trapped in his wrecked car for eight days without food or water. How did they survive?

10.00  a-ok: Roam (Season 1 / Eps 3 & 4 / Info-ed)  
Aussie travellers Tim Charody and Tim Doyle roam the world in this new series. The hosts’ cheeky and unbridled enthusiasm sees them exploring a variety of locations less travelled and the hotspots of the future, making friends with the locals they encounter along the way.

11.00  a-ok: World On Wheels (Eps 3 - 4 / Info-ed)  
Led by Mike and Denise Ferris, a team of motorcyclists travel over 3,500 km across the Balkans - a place where its stunning natural beauty can’t hide its turbulent and brutal past. From New Delhi, Mike Ferris and his fellow motorcyclists ride across northern India into Nepal and then to Bhutan, one of the most spiritual places in the world.

12.00MN  Close

MediaCorp Pte Ltd  
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okto  FRIDAY 21 JUNE 2013

9.00AM  Sesame Street (Season 40 / Ep 22 / Preschool)  
The beloved Sesame Street gang return in a refreshed show format, complete with new guest stars, and a brand new opening theme song!

10.00  JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Zoboomafoo (Ep 15 / Preschool)  
Zoboomafoo the leaping lemur has bounced his way into the hearts and homes of kids everywhere. Fast-paced and fun, the Emmy award-winning series combines live-action, animation and claymation delivering animal adventures like you’ve never seen before.

10.30  JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 29 & 30 / Preschool)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00  **JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013**: The DaVincibles (Eps 29 & 30 / Cartoon) (卡通片)  
Animated series featuring the family of DaVincibles who travel the world rescuing famous art pieces from bumbling crook Quba!

11.30  Mouk (Eps 15 - 16 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)  
Join the 2 little globetrotters, Mouk and Chavapa, as they travel and discover the world!

12.00NN  Super Why! (Sr 2 / Ep 5 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)  
The SUPER WHY mission is to inspire children to develop a lifelong love of reading and books. This is a preschool show design to help children 3 to 6 learn to read through interactive story adventures!

12.30PM  Jake & The Never Land Pirates (Yr 2 / Ep 12 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)  
An interactive 2-D and CG animated series for preschoolers and parents featuring the music and fun-filled adventures of classic characters Captain Hook and Smee, plus a new crew of kid pirates led by the enthusiastic and courageous Jake.

1.00  Dora The Explorer (Season 6 / Ep 15 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)  
The unstoppable Latina heroine returns in all new episodes to lead kids in new adventures with her best friend, Boots the monkey!

1.30  Thomas & Friends (Sr 15 & 16 / Eps 29 & 30 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)  
Thomas the Tank Engine returns with a brand new CGI look!

2.00  Sid The Science Kid (Season 2 / Ep 15 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)  
Sid and friends return for new and fun adventures of scientific discovery and exploration!

2.30  Mouk (Eps 15 - 16 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)  
Join the 2 little globetrotters, Mouk and Chavapa, as they travel and discover the world!

**okto FRIDAY 21 JUNE 2013**

3.00PM  **oktOriginal**: In Our House (Sr 2 / Ep 8 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)  
In this season, we find that more wonderful and unexpected things can happen In Our House.

3.30  **oktOriginal**: Art Factory (Sr 2 / Ep 8 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)  
Einstein returns with more innovative and creative art ideas. In this series, Einstein continues to work frantically & fulfill orders for a range of artistic activities. There will be new characters and more bizarre ideas.

4.00  **oktOriginal**: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 3 / Ep 6 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)  
REM is back! But this time a twist of fate takes E Ching away and Rachel and Mo are left with the mysterious disappearance of their closest friend. Joining them for the first time, is
E Ching’s gadget-savvy cousin E Jet. He adds his power of deduction and brains to the team to unravel more cases and to get to the bottom of E Ching’s abduction.

4.30 oktOriginal: Ubin Boy (Sr 3 / Ep 7 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
This season Steven’s perspective has changed as he is now more comfortable with Ubin, and he now sees it through the eyes of a true Ubin Boy.

5.00 Gundam AGE (Ep 1 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Gundam AGE is the 12th series in the popular Gundam franchise.

5.30 Nutri Ventures (Ep 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
An entertaining action series that encourages healthy eating! In a world where foods bestow super powers, an evil man has replaced them with a single industrial compound. But when a group of brave kids taste a piece of bread, they embark on an incredible adventure to discover the remaining powers!

6.00 oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL (Sr 6 / Ep 12 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
This week, Ooboo and Booboo piece together Mosaic Art. Haikel and Gurmit examine the guitars and violins in Art Busters. Nigel and Shye-Anne share more wacky trivia and Vernetta, and Jessica present you with arts treats in The Crystal Ball. In the Ring of Fire, the oldies take on the newbies in the street jazz challenge.

6.30 okto @ The Movies: Barbie In The Pink Shoes (Movie / Schoolkids)
Dance your way to a magical adventure with Barbie as Kristyn, a ballerina with big dreams! When she tries on a pair of sparkling pink shoes, she and her best friend, Hailey, are whisked away to a fantastical ballet world.

8.30 Backyard Science (Sr 3 / Ep 11 / Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目)
This is a show that rips science out of the classroom and hurls it into the real world! It’s science BY kids FOR kids, and its science as part of THEIR world.

okto FRIDAY 21 JUNE 2013

9.00PM ANIMAL NIGHT: Untamed Americas: Mountains (Ep 1 / Debut / Info-ed)
(With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)
The world’s longest mountain chain runs from Alaska to the Andes across North and South America. On the Yellowstone plateau, newly awakened black bears go on the hunt for newborn elk calves. In the Rocky Mountains, male bighorn sheep literally go head-to-head in a brutal battle for breeding rights.

10.00 a-ok: DCI Banks (Sr 2 / Ep 5 / Drama) (电视剧)
When a teenage schoolgirl is found strangled, Banks and his team quickly identify their prime suspect. But the closer Banks seemingly moves towards a conviction, the more the course of the investigation distances him from Helen.

11.00 a-ok: Little Dorrit (Ep 1 / Debut / Drama) (电视剧)
Charles Dickens’ powerful story of love, honour and hope is brought to life in this gripping TV adaptation by Andrew Davies.

12.20AM Close
7.00AM  oktOriginal: The Numbers Squad (Eps 7 & 8 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
13 Mathematics munching monsters have got loose and set on devouring all Maths in Singapore! Without maths, building can’t be built, buses can’t be recognised & nobody will get paid! So each week a different group of 3 Primary School students will try to defeat & capture The Number Crunchers.

8.00  oktOriginal: 100 Wishes (Sr 1 / Ep 3 & 4 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
A young girl has to help a banished genie fulfill a hundred wishes without any use of his magical powers in order to be an all-powerful Genie again! In the course of their adventures, the girl and the genie change, bringing out the worst and best in each other and find the most magical thing of all: friendship.

9.00  The Little Prince (Season 2 / Ep 20 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
This all-new High-Definition animated series follows the adventures of The Little Prince and his friend the fox as they travel the universe, helping those they meet along the way emphasizing educational and environmental themes.

9.30  Cartoons (Looney Tunes) (Ep 17 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Goofy! Silly! Wacky! Looney! The hilarious antics of Warner Bros,' classic animated characters are back again! Featuring beloved characters like Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck, Sylvester and Tweety!

10.00  Pokemon: Black & White (Season 15 / Ep 36 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
The Virbank Gym battle rages on between Ash and Gym Leader Roxie! Ash has finally managed to knock out Roxie’s powerful Koffing, but it soon becomes clear that her Scolipede is just as powerful, as it makes short work of Ash’s Leavanny.

10.30  LEGO Friends (Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
When the World Petacular comes to Heartlake City and is almost ruined before it’s even started, five feisty girls unite, despite their differences, using their creativity to save the day.

11.00  Metal Fight Beyblade (Sr 3 / Ep 36 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Pluto and Rago move forward with their plan to destroy the world as Gingka and his friends battle with everything they’ve got to stop them.

11.30  Bakugan: Mechtanium Surge (Sr 4 / Ep 32 / Schoolkids) (卡通片)
After working many sleepless nights, Mira finally completes construction on four new Battle Suits. Unfortunately, just as she unveils them to her teammates, she faints from exhaustion.

12.00NN  oktOriginal: Make Me! (Ep 5 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
After being accused of not being a team player and losing an important soccer match for his team, Jordan decides it’s high time he was in charge. But a slight mix-up while making his wish turns him into the coach not of a Football team, but a Foosball team!

okto  SATURDAY 22  JUNE 2013

12.30PM  oktOriginal: The Badge (Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Living in a silent world come with life-threatening predicaments of its own. This week, join the Fantastic Five from Unity Primary as they attempt to invent a device to solve a common problem faced by the hearing impaired community.

1.00    Power Rangers R.P.M (Eps 11 - 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Doctor K’s personal history is learned where she was held prisoner in a government test facility due to her genius ability and subsequently accidentally created the Venjix virus. Dillon struggles with nightmares involving confusing images about his mysterious past.

2.00    The Adventures Of Merlin (Sr 2 / Ep 10 / Schoolkids / R)
Camelot is thrown into chaos when a rival king puts a spell on Arthur in an attempt to start war.

3.00    oktOriginal: The Numbers Squad (Eps 7 & 8 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
13 Mathematics munching monsters have got loose and set on devouring all Maths in Singapore! Without maths, building can’t be built, buses can’t be recognized & nobody will get paid! So each week a different group of 3 Primary School students will try to defeat & capture The Number Crunchers.

4.00    oktOriginal: 100 Wishes (Sr 1 / Ep 3 & 4 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
A young girl has to help a banished genie fulfill a hundred wishes without any use of his magical powers in order to be an all-powerful Genie again! In the course of their adventures, the girl and the genie change, bringing out the worst and best in each other and find the most magical thing of all: friendship.

5.00    Planet Cook (Sr 1 / Ep 4 / Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目)
An action-packed, cooking adventure show for children! Set on a tropical fantasy island, each episode sees Captain Cook and his quirky sous chef, a friendly and mischievous Yeti, guide three cool young Cook Cadets as they discover the wonders of the natural world and are driven.

5.30    The Little Prince (Season 1 / Ep 14 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
This all-new High-Definition animated series follows the adventures of The Little Prince and his friend the fox as they travel the universe, helping those they meet along the way emphasizing educational and environmental themes.

6.00    The Adventures Of Tintin (Ep 15 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Tintin and Snowy search for a missing idol only to find that desperate criminals are also looking for it.

6.30    PopPixie (Eps 11 & 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
In this season, the Winx Club goes to Earth to save the last fairy, Roxy. The Winx also attain new Believix power. Stay tuned for exciting adventures and astounding transformations.
okto SATURDAY 22 JUNE 2013

7.00PM  Pokemon: Black & White (Season 14 / Ep 32 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
topping for lunch alongside a beautiful lake on their way to Nimbasa City, Ash decides to conduct some special training with Oshawott to teach it how to open its eyes underwater, while Iris keeps an eye on all the other Pokémon as they run off to play.

7.30  Metal Fight Beyblade (Sr 2 / Ep 25 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Chiyun battles Klaus in an elimination bout and despite his best efforts, Chiyun loses and Whang Hu Zhong are eliminated from the tournament. Meanwhile, Hyoma finds Ryuga.

8.00  Artzooka (Ep 11 / Schoolkids / R)
Artzooka! celebrates the spirit of art. It's really all about getting into your creative groove and having fun! Join Jeremie as he walks you through each project step-by-step. He can create masterpieces out of recycled materials and more.

8.30  ThunderCats (Ep 21 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
THUNDERCATS presents the grand origin story of Prince Lion-O's ascension to the throne and those who would thwart his destiny at any cost and takes on epic dimensions in this sharp new telling.

okto SATURDAY 22 JUNE 2013

9.00PM  oktoLIFE: Seahorses: Wanted Dead Or Alive (Info-ed) (益智节目)

With a horse’s head, a monkey’s tail and sex-swap parenting, seahorses are one of the ocean's strangest and most charismatic inhabitants. In this one hour special, wildlife filmmaker Natali Tesche-Ricciardi sets out to investigate something that most people don’t realise seahorse populations are in crisis.

10.00  CENTRESTAGE: AVO Session (Culture / 2nd Telecast)
Brazilian jazz pianist and vocalist Eliane Elias performs at AVO Session, an indoor music festival, in Basel, Switzerland. British jazz, funk and acid jazz band Jamiroquai performs at AVO Session, an indoor music festival, in Basel, Switzerland.

12.00MN  Close

MediaCorp Pte Ltd
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okto SUNDAY 23 JUNE 2013

7.00AM  oktOriginal: Spot On (Eps 7 & 8 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Spot On is a game show that improves your visual intelligence, general knowledge and reasoning through fun challenges!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Show</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8.00</td>
<td><strong>oktOriginal</strong>: Cosmo &amp; George (Sr 1 / Eps 3 &amp; 4 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)</td>
<td>Cosmo, a bungling alien from Planet Omnicyclon 7, crash lands in the Long residence backyard and is discovered by a ten year old girl, Georgina and her grandfather. Both, being losers without any friends, become fast friends and keep the alien secret from George’s parents and the busybody neighbour, Kris Gopal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>Master Raindrop (Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon)</td>
<td>Master Raindrop follows the journey of martial arts novice Raindrop and his friend Shao Yen on their quest to save their Master Yun and ultimately their entire peaceful land - from the evil General Bu and his army of terracotta warriors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.33</td>
<td>Backkom (Eps 55 - 60 / Schoolkids / Cartoon)</td>
<td>Backkom the polar bear is selfish and impatient mixed with a dose of bad luck. Not only a troublemaker but a trouble finder too! His curiosity drives him to travel around the world, learning about us.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>Galaxia (Ep 42 / Schoolkids / Cartoon)</td>
<td>In Spirit, the galaxy star's energy becomes more intense, when it gets closer to Galactic nucleus. Dilo is getting more influence from it, too. Dilo's characters are changing under the affect of the justice and evil power from it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.30</td>
<td>Cardfight Vanguard (Sr 2 / Ep 24 / Schoolkids / Cartoon)</td>
<td>Join Sendo Aichi, Kai Toshiki and other friends in the exciting card game known as Cardfight Vanguard!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>Ben 10: Ultimate Alien (Sr 1 / Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R)</td>
<td>An aging former hero is insanely jealous of Ben's fame.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.30</td>
<td>Kaijudo: Rise Of The Duel Masters (Ep 15 / Schoolkids / Cartoon)</td>
<td>To protect Bob’s Quillspike family from a massive attacking creature, the kids go to the Nature Realm and duel in an arena competition to win the Shield of Unity – an artifact that compels all other tribes to help whichever tribe possesses it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.00NN</td>
<td>Oscar's Oasis (Ep 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon)</td>
<td>Hilarious 3D animated, non-dialogue series in the style of Looney Tunes. Oscar, the lonely desert lizard, battles the rigoes of the desert as well as his un-neighbourly fellow inhabitants, from chickens to mischievous meerkats.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**okto SUNDAY 23 JUNE 2013**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Show</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12.30PM</td>
<td>The Amazing Spiez! (Sr 2 / Ep 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R)</td>
<td>Brothers Tony, Marc, Lee, and their sister Megan, return for more undercover spy missions for WOOHP - all the while still juggling their daily lives as average 12 year-olds!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>Spirit Warriors (Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Drama / R)</td>
<td>Inspired by ancient Chinese myths and legends, the show follows Bo, her sister Jen, and fellow schoolmates Vicky, Trix and Martin who discover their destinies as Spirit Warriors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>Adventurers Masters Of Time (Ep 11 / Schoolkids / Cartoon)</td>
<td>Four schoolfriends are suddenly whisked back through the ages on a desperate search for their missing computer professor by uploading themselves by way of a time continuum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
software! Unfortunately, they haven’t made the journey alone. An evil hacker is threatening to change world history.

2.00 Winx Club (Sr 4 / Eps 7 & 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
In this season, the Winx Club goes to Earth to save the last fairy, Roxy. The Winx also attain new Believix power. Stay tuned for exciting adventures and astounding transformations.

3.00 oktOriginal: Spot On (Eps 7 & 8 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Spot On is a game show that improves your visual intelligence, general knowledge and reasoning through fun challenges!

4.00 oktOriginal: Cosmo & George (Sr 1 / Eps 3 & 4 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
Cosmo, a bungling alien from Planet Omnicyclon 7, crash lands in the Long residence backyard and is discovered by a ten year old girl, Georgina and her grandfather. Both, being losers without any friends, become fast friends and keep the alien secret from George’s parents and the busybody neighbour, Kris Gopal.

5.00 Monkey King (Sr 1 / Ep 14 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Animated version of the classic Monkey King tales!

5.30 The Little Prince (Season 1 / Ep 15 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
This all-new High-Definition animated series follows the adventures of The Little Prince and his friend the fox as they travel the universe, helping those they meet along the way emphasizing educational and environmental themes.

6.00 The Adventures Of Tintin (Ep 16 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
The search for a missing idol leads Tintin and Snowy through a revolution and a dangerous jungle mission to find an answer.

6.30 PopPixie (Eps 13 & 14 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
In this season, the Winx Club goes to Earth to save the last fairy, Roxy. The Winx also attain new Believix power. Stay tuned for exciting adventures and astounding transformations.

okto SUNDAY 23 JUNE 2013

7.00PM Junior MasterChef Australia (Ep 11 / Schoolkids / Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
The four losing contestants from the celebrity tag-team challenge will face a pressure test in another chance to get some points on the leader board. Sofia, Jack, Cassidy and Nick will have one hour to prepare three identical Florentine tarts with frangipane, a clever twist on the classic Honey Joy.

8.00 Arztzooka (Ep 12 / Schoolkids / R)
Arztzooka! celebrates the spirit of art. It’s really all about getting into your creative groove and having fun! Join Jeremie as he walks you through each project step-by-step. He can create masterpieces out of recycled materials and more.

8.30 ThunderCats (Ep 22 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
THUNDERCATS presents the grand origin story of Prince Lion-O's ascension to the throne and those who would thwart his destiny at any cost and takes on epic dimensions in this sharp new telling.

**okto SUNDAY 23 JUNE 2013**

9.00PM  The Witches Of Oz (Ep 2 / Part 2 / Drama) (电视剧)
The witches have been unmasked and have Dorothy in their grasp. But there are also friends disguised amongst those around her and they are going to protect her until the final battle on the streets of New York.

10.00  FILMART: The Forbidden Kingdom (Movie With Chinese Subtitles) (艺术影院) (PG-Action Violence)
Legendary martial arts stars Jackie Chan and Jet Li come together onscreen in director Rob Minkoff's time-traveling take on the Monkey King fable that finds an American teen transported back to ancient China after wandering into a pawn shop and discovering the king's fighting stick. Once there, the adventurous teen joins an army of fierce warriors who have sworn to free their imprisoned king at all costs.

12.00MN  Close

**MediaCorp Pte Ltd**
**Daily Programme Listing**

**okto MONDAY 24 JUNE 2013**

9.00AM  Sesame Street (Season 40 / Ep 23 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The beloved Sesame Street gang return in a refreshed show format, complete with new guest stars, and a brand new opening theme song!

10.00  JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Zoboomafoo (Ep 16 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Zoboomafoo the leaping lemur has bounced his way into the hearts and homes of kids everywhere. Fast-paced and fun, the Emmy award-winning series combines live-action, animation and claymation delivering animal adventures like you've never seen before.

10.30  JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 31 & 32 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00  JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: The DaVincibles (Eps 31 & 32 / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Animated series featuring the family of DaVincibles who travel the world rescuing famous art pieces from bumbling crook Quba!

11.30  Mouk (Eps 17 - 18 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Join the 2 little globetrotters, Mouk and Chavapa, as they travel and discover the world!

12.00NN  Super Why! (Sr 2 / Ep 6 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The SUPER WHY mission is to inspire children to develop a lifelong love of reading and books. This is a preschool show design to help children 3 to 6 learn to read through interactive story adventures!
12.30PM Jake & The Never Land Pirates (Yr 2 / Ep 13 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
An interactive 2-D and CG animated series for preschoolers and parents featuring the music and fun-filled adventures of classic characters Captain Hook and Smee, plus a new crew of kid pirates led by the enthusiastic and courageous Jake.

1.00 Dora The Explorer (Season 6 / Ep 16 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The unstoppable Latina heroine returns in all new episodes to lead kids in new adventures with her best friend, Boots the monkey!

1.30 Thomas & Friends (Sr 15 & 16 / Eps 31 & 32 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Thomas the Tank Engine returns with a brand new CGI look!

2.00 Sid The Science Kid (Season 2 / Ep 16 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Sid and friends return for new and fun adventures of scientific discovery and exploration!

2.30 Mouk (Eps 17 - 18 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Join the 2 little globetrotters, Mouk and Chavapa, as they travel and discover the world!

okto MONDAY 24 JUNE 2013

3.00PM oktOriginal: The Big Q (Sr 1 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
The Big Q is a programme where kids, and their parents will find out loads of fascinating things about how the world works! Wild, wacky and adventurous, the Big Q will show how exciting finding out about science can be.

3.30 oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 2 / Ep 9 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Einstein returns with more innovative and creative art ideas. In this series, Einstein continues to work frantically & fulfill orders for a range of artistic activities. There will be new characters and more bizarre ideas.

4.00 oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 3 / Ep 7 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
REM is back! But this time a twist of fate takes E Ching away and Rachel and Mo are left with the mysterious disappearance of their closest friend. Joining them for the first time, is E Ching’s gadget-savvy cousin E Jet. He adds his power of deduction and brains to the team to unravel more cases and to get to the bottom E Ching’s abduction.

4.30 oktOriginal: Ubin Boy (Sr 3 / Ep 8 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
This season Steven’s perspective has changed as he is now more comfortable with Ubin, and he now sees it through the eyes of a true Ubin Boy.

5.00 Gundam AGE (Ep 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Gundam AGE is the 12th series in the popular Gundam franchise.

5.30 Nutri Ventures (Ep 5 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
An entertaining action series that encourages healthy eating! In a world where foods bestow super powers, an evil man has replaced them with a single industrial compound. But when a group of brave kids taste a piece of bread, they embark on an incredible adventure to discover the remaining powers!

6.00 Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 23 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Sylvester and Taz team up to win a toy racecar derby. Daffy "reads" the babies a scary story, only to end up frightening himself.

6.30 What's New Scooby-Doo? (Season 1 / Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
The gang's tropical island vacation gets ruined when they stumble across a boat-smashing sea monster. The terrifying ocean creature, Notto Mori, is reputedly the "spirit of the island."

7.00 Spectacular Spider-Man (Ep 11 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
When the Sinister Six escape from prison with plans to take down Spectacular Spider-Man, they nearly succeed. But when Peter wakes up with no memory of the battle, it's clear that it wasn't him, but the Symbiote, who took down the Six.

okto MONDAY 24 JUNE 2013

7.30PM Winx Club (Sr 5 / Ep 7 / Schoolkids) (卡通片)
To aid in their Quest for Sirenix, the Winx were given Sirenix Boxes and a new power -- Harmonix. Now they must solve a series of riddles to find the Gems of Self-Confidence, Empathy and Courage and gain Sirenix. But unfortunately, they don't have much time.

8.00 Pair Of Kings (Yr 2 / Ep 25 / Schoolkids)
When two moons appear, the kings meet the ghost of Malakai, the first king of Kinkow who explains that an evil twin will destroy the island. After interrogating every twin on Kinkow, Boomer and Brady begin to turn on each other.

8.30 Discover Science (Sr 2 / Eps 25 - 26 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Visualize the phenomena between two parabolas by using laser beam. Finally challenge to make conversation in 40m distance using two parabolas. Weigh the air in a classroom. Stuff the classroom with inflated plastic bags, then measure their weight.

okto MONDAY 24 JUNE 2013

9.00PM ANIMAL NIGHT: Alboran (Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)
Formed by volcanic activity, Alboran is a tiny, isolated and uninhabited Mediterranean island situated half-way between North Africa and Europe. Far below sea level, its depths reveal a home to more than 17 species of cetaceans as well as a rich variety of fish and shellfish.

10.00 a-ok: Show Me The Monet (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
41-year-old jazz musician Adrian comes to the Hanging Committee with a huge and detailed pencil drawing of London. 38-year-old professional sculptor Brendan hopes his appearance in front of the Committee with his porcelain and stoneware piece will catapult his career to the next level.
11.00  **a-ok: Arts.21 (Ep 95 / Info-ed)** (智栏目)
Arts.21 takes a look at a film about the Guantanamo Bay detention center, shows how Richard Wagner’s operas can be captured in a jazz idiom, and catches a glimpse of paradise in Sebastiao Salgado's breathtaking photos.

11.30  **a-ok: Euromaxx (Ep 95 / Info-ed)** (益栏目)
Topics include British singer James Blake’s first album, Designer's Day in Paris, and a model agency for an older generation.

12.00MN  Close
9.00AM  Sesame Street (Season 40 / Ep 24 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The beloved Sesame Street gang return in a refreshed show format, complete with new
guest stars, and a brand new opening theme song!

10.00  JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Zoboomafoo (Ep 17 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Zoboomafoo the leaping lemur has bounced his way into the hearts and homes of kids everywhere.
Fast-paced and fun, the Emmy award-winning series combines live-action, animation and
claymation delivering animal adventures like you’ve never seen before.

10.30  JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 33 & 34 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who
does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00  JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: The DaVincibles (Eps 33 & 34 / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Animated series featuring the family of DaVincibles who travel the world rescuing famous
art pieces from bumbling crook Quba!

11.30  Mouk (Eps 19 - 20 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Join the 2 little globetrotters, Mouk and Chavapa, as they travel and discover the world!

12.00NN  Super Why! (Sr 2 / Ep 7 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The SUPER WHY mission is to inspire children to develop a lifelong love of reading and books.
This is a preschool show design to help children 3 to 6 learn to read through interactive story
adventures!

12.30PM  Jake & The Never Land Pirates (Yr 2 / Ep 14 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
An interactive 2-D and CG animated series for preschoolers and parents featuring the music and
fun-filled adventures of classic characters Captain Hook and Smee, plus a new crew of kid pirates
led by the enthusiastic and courageous Jake.

1.00  Dora The Explorer (Season 6 / Ep 17 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The unstoppable Latina heroine returns in all new episodes to lead kids in new adventures
with her best friend, Boots the monkey!

1.30  Thomas & Friends (Sr 15 & 16 / Eps 33 & 34 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Thomas the Tank Engine returns with a brand new CGI look!

2.00  Sid The Science Kid (Season 2 / Ep 17 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Sid and friends return for new and fun adventures of scientific discovery and exploration!

2.30  Mouk (Eps 19 - 20 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Join the 2 little globetrotters, Mouk and Chavapa, as they travel and discover the world!

3.00  oktOriginal: The Big Q (Sr 1 / Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
The Big Q is a programme where kids, and their parents will find out loads of fascinating things
about how the world works! Wild, wacky and adventurous, the Big Q will show how exciting finding
out about science can be.
oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 2 / Ep 10 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Einstein returns with more innovative and creative art ideas. In this series, Einstein continues to work frantically & fulfill orders for a range of artistic activities. There will be new characters and more bizarre ideas.

oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 3 / Ep 8 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
REM is back! But this time a twist of fate takes E Ching away and Rachel and Mo are left with the mysterious disappearance of their closest friend. Joining them for the first time, is E Ching’s gadget-savvy cousin E Jet. He adds his power of deduction and brains to the team to unravel more cases and to get to the bottom E Ching’s abduction.

oktOriginal: Ubin Boy (Sr 3 / Ep 9 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
This season Steven’s perspective has changed as he is now more comfortable with Ubin, and he now sees it through the eyes of a true Ubin Boy.

Gundam AGE (Ep 3 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Gundam AGE is the 12th series in the popular Gundam franchise.

Nutri Ventures (Ep 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
An entertaining action series that encourages healthy eating! In a world where foods bestow super powers, an evil man has replaced them with a single industrial compound. But when a group of brave kids taste a piece of bread, they embark on an incredible adventure to discover the remaining powers!

Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 24 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Tweety takes a role in a play too seriously and begins to believe he's a real superhero. The kids take turns jumping over a puddle, but Sylvester is afraid of the water.

What's New Scooby-Doo? (Season 1 / Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Toys come to life in the local shopping mall, and the gang stays overnight to investigate.

Spectacular Spider-Man (Ep 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
As he struggles with the Symbiote, Spectacular Spider-Man’s origins are revealed. But when Peter/Spidey wins and returns the Symbiote to Connors’ lab, an embittered Eddie Brock is drawn to it.

Winx Club (Sr 5 / Ep 8 / Schoolkids) (卡通片)
The Winx have discovered that fairies and Selkies have a special bond whose energy can heal. With the Selkies help, the Winx find the Gem of Self-Confidence. But they must still find two more gems to obtain the Sirenix power.

Pair Of Kings (Yr 2 / Ep 26 / Schoolkids)
Boomer blames Mr. Boogey when a pair of Brady's favorite sneakers is stolen. Everyone on Kinkow including Brady thinks Boomer is lying, except for Mason who has been harboring a big secret.

Junior Bake Off (Ep 13 / Schoolkids / Info-ed) (益智节目)
It’s the Grand Final and Saffron, Kai, Freya and Kieran face their biggest challenge - prepare two of their favourite recipes for the judges Paul Hollywood and Mary Berry and a party of invited friends and family. Only one can be crowned Junior Bake Off champion!
okto TUESDAY 25 JUNE 2013

9.00PM DOCUMENTARY: World’s Weirdest Restaurants (Sr 1 / Eps 1 - 2 / Debut / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Culinary adventurer Bob Blumer sets out in search of the WORLD’S WEIRDEST RESTAURANTS! Part travel, part food, World’s Weirdest Restaurants is Bob’s tribute to fellow food lovers who’ve taken their passions to the extreme.

10.00 a-ok: The Art Bus (Ep 4 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)
There’s nothing more relaxing than taking in the natural setting around you – enjoying the breeze and greenery. These 3 sculpture put a unique twist on everyday surroundings, turning wind and flowers into works of art.

10.30 oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL (Sr 6 / Ep 13 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)
Step right up! For some arts treats with Haikel, Gurmit, Vernetta, Nigel, Jessica, Shye-Anne, Ooboo and Booboo! Let the battle begin! This week there’s Theatre Makeup, shattering glass with your voice, concert band battles and so much more. Turn up the music on KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL!

11.00 a-ok: Time Team XIX (Ep 3 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Tony Robinson and the team head to Dunwich, a village that’s literally falling off the edge of the United Kingdom. Coastal erosion has eaten away most of this once-bustling settlement, and before the whole place is lost to the sea, there’s a last chance to find out more about the lost origins of town.

12.00MN Close

MediaCorp Pte Ltd
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okto WEDNESDAY 26 JUNE 2013

9.00AM Sesame Street (Season 40 / Ep 25 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The beloved Sesame Street gang return in a refreshed show format, complete with new guest stars, and a brand new opening theme song!

10.00 JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Zoboomafoo (Ep 18 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Zoboomafoo the leaping lemur has bounced his way into the hearts and homes of kids everywhere. Fast-paced and fun, the Emmy award-winning series combines live-action, animation and claymation delivering animal adventures like you’ve never seen before.

10.30 JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 35 & 36 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00 JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: The DaVincibles (Eps 35 & 36 / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Animated series featuring the family of DaVincibles who travel the world rescuing famous art pieces from bumbling crook Quba!

11.30 Mouk (Eps 21 - 22 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Join the 2 little globetrotters, Mouk and Chavapa, as they travel and discover the world!
12.00NN  Super Why! (Sr 2 / Ep 8 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The SUPER WHY mission is to inspire children to develop a lifelong love of reading and books. This is a preschool show designed to help children 3 to 6 learn to read through interactive story adventures!

12.30PM  Jake & The Never Land Pirates (Yr 2 / Ep 15 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
An interactive 2-D and CG animated series for preschoolers and parents featuring the music and fun-filled adventures of classic characters Captain Hook and Smee, plus a new crew of kid pirates led by the enthusiastic and courageous Jake.

1.00  Dora The Explorer (Season 6 / Ep 18 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The unstoppable Latina heroine returns in all new episodes to lead kids in new adventures with her best friend, Boots the monkey!

1.30  Thomas & Friends (Sr 15 & 16 / Eps 35 & 36 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Thomas the Tank Engine returns with a brand new CGI look!

2.00  Sid The Science Kid (Season 2 / Ep 18 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Sid and friends return for new and fun adventures of scientific discovery and exploration!

2.30  Mouk (Eps 21 - 22 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Join the 2 little globetrotters, Mouk and Chavapa, as they travel and discover the world!

3.00  oktOriginal: The Big Q (Sr 1 / Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
The Big Q is a programme where kids, and their parents will find out loads of fascinating things about how the world works! Wild, wacky and adventurous, the Big Q will show how exciting finding out about science can be.

okto  WEDNESDAY 26 JUNE 2013

3.30PM  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 2 / Ep 11 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Einstein returns with more innovative and creative art ideas. In this series, Einstein continues to work frantically & fulfill orders for a range of artistic activities. There will be new characters and more bizarre ideas.

4.00  oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 3 / Ep 9 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
REM is back! But this time a twist of fate takes E Ching away and Rachel and Mo are left with the mysterious disappearance of their closest friend. Joining them for the first time, is E Ching’s gadget-savvy cousin E Jet. He adds his power of deduction and brains to the team to unravel more cases and to get to the bottom E Ching’s abduction.

4.30  oktOriginal: Ubin Boy (Sr 3 / Ep 10 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
This season Steven’s perspective has changed as he is now more comfortable with Ubin, and he now sees it through the eyes of a true Ubin Boy.

5.00  Gundam AGE (Ep 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Gundam AGE is the 12th series in the popular Gundam franchise.

5.30  Nutri Ventures (Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
An entertaining action series that encourages healthy eating! In a world where foods bestow super powers, an evil man has replaced them with a single industrial compound.
But when a group of brave kids taste a piece of bread, they embark on an incredible adventure to discover the remaining powers!

6.00 Baby Looney Tunes 1 (Ep 25 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Lola wants everyone to be more like her until they all start acting exactly like her. The babies compete to see who can create the best Mother’s Day card.

6.30 My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic (Season 2 / Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Spike’s birthday gifts activate his greedy dragon instincts and cause an outrageous growth spurt that threatens to destroy all of Ponyville.

7.00 LEGO Ninjago (Sr 2 / Ep 11 / Schoolkids / R)
The ninja and Sensei Wu try to infiltrate the Serpentine’s inner sanctum and walk right into a trap, and when Lloyd’s rescue mission fails, there is only one person who can help them, namely the evil Lord Garmadon but can they trust him?

7.30 Little Battlers eXperience (Ep 24 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Ban versus Jin. ACHILLES was destroyed. Metanus GX and Plastinum capsule were deprived.

8.00 Jessie (Yr 1 / Ep 13 / Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)
Fairy tales come alive when Jessie and Zuri read a bedtime story that places the gang in medieval times. Meanwhile, Jessie is excited and Tony is jealous when Brody asks her on date.

8.30 Dick ‘N’ Dom Go Wild! (Sr 2 / Ep 13 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Go Wild boys, Dick and Dom, challenge volunteers to help fix wounded and poorly pets in the United Kingdom's busiest vets and wildlife rescue centres.

okto WEDNESDAY 26 JUNE 2013

9.00PM ANIMAL NIGHT: Bug Attack (Sr 2 / Ep 4 / Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)
Believe it or not insects are both predator and prey. Through millions of years of evolution, insects have transformed their way of survival. This episode takes a close look at some of the most aggressive insects, including the army ant, the scorpion and the glow worm.

10.00 a-ok: Momento Singapore (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)
Following the warm reception to Season 1, Memento S’pore is back! On this 8-part series, history meets adventure, as host Denise Tan relives the nostalgic everyday objects, iconic to our nation’s growing up years.

10.30 a-ok: Watch This Space (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目)
Established artists team up with emerging artists to create unique works of art for an unsuspecting public and unexpected space! These emerging artists are students and aspiring artists from art schools, who will bring different sensibilities and a fresh perspective to the show.

11.00 a-ok: Auction (Sr 2 / Eps 5 - 6 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
One of Britain’s most important private art collections is up for sale, assembled by the solicitor Wilfrid Evill. And, in Salisbury, clocks made in the ‘Arts and Crafts’ style are attracting intense interest.

12.00MN Close
Sesame Street (Season 40 / Ep 26 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The beloved Sesame Street gang return in a refreshed show format, complete with new guest stars, and a brand new opening theme song!

JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Zoboomafoo (Ep 19 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Zoboomafoo the leaping lemur has bounced his way into the hearts and homes of kids everywhere. Fast-paced and fun, the Emmy award-winning series combines live-action, animation and claymation delivering animal adventures like you've never seen before.

JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 37 & 38 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: The DaVincibles (Eps 37 & 38 / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Animated series featuring the family of DaVincibles who travel the world rescuing famous art pieces from bumbling crook Quba!

Mouk (Eps 23 - 24 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Join the 2 little globetrotters, Mouk and Chavapa, as they travel and discover the world!

Super Why! (Sr 2 / Ep 9 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The SUPER WHY mission is to inspire children to develop a lifelong love of reading and books. This is a preschool show design to help children 3 to 6 learn to read through interactive story adventures!

Jake & The Never Land Pirates (Yr 2 / Ep 16 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
An interactive 2-D and CG animated series for preschoolers and parents featuring the music and fun-filled adventures of classic characters Captain Hook and Smee, plus a new crew of kid pirates led by the enthusiastic and courageous Jake.

Dora The Explorer (Season 6 / Ep 19 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The unstoppable Latina heroine returns in all new episodes to lead kids in new adventures with her best friend, Boots the monkey!

Thomas & Friends (Sr 15 & 16 / Eps 37 & 38 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Thomas the Tank Engine returns with a brand new CGI look!

Sid The Science Kid (Season 2 / Ep 19 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Sid and friends return for new and fun adventures of scientific discovery and exploration!

Mouk (Eps 23 - 24 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Join the 2 little globetrotters, Mouk and Chavapa, as they travel and discover the world!

oktOriginal: The Big Q (Sr 1 / Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
The Big Q is a programme where kids, and their parents will find out loads of fascinating things about how the world works! Wild, wacky and adventurous, the Big Q will show how exciting finding out about science can be.
okto  THURSDAY 27 JUNE 2013

3.30 PM  **oktOriginal**: Art Factory (Sr 2 / Ep 12 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Einstein returns with more innovative and creative art ideas. In this series, Einstein continues to work frantically & fulfill orders for a range of artistic activities. There will be new characters and more bizarre ideas.

4.00  **oktOriginal**: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 3 / Ep 10 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
REM is back! But this time a twist of fate takes E Ching away and Rachel and Mo are left with the mysterious disappearance of their closest friend. Joining them for the first time, is E Ching’s gadget-savvy cousin E Jet. He adds his power of deduction and brains to the team to unravel more cases and to get to the bottom E Ching’s abduction.

4.30  **oktOriginal**: Sketch (Sr 1 / Ep 1 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
The adventures of a young boy entrusted with a Magic Sketch Book that can turn anything drawn on it’s pages, into reality.

5.00  Gundam AGE (Ep 5 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Gundam AGE is the 12th series in the popular Gundam franchise.

5.30  Nutri Ventures (Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
An entertaining action series that encourages healthy eating! In a world where foods bestow super powers, an evil man has replaced them with a single industrial compound. But when a group of brave kids taste a piece of bread, they embark on an incredible adventure to discover the remaining powers!

6.00  LEGO Friends (Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)

The entire Apple clan is getting together for a family reunion and Granny Smith has tapped Applejack to take over planning duties. But Applejack’s efforts to make it the most memorable reunion ever may end up making it memorable for all the wrong reasons.

7.00  LEGO Ninjago (Sr 2 / Ep 12 / Schoolkids / R)
The ninja haste to the lost city of Ouroboros to try to stop Pythor from awaking The Great Devourer but it is a race against time.

7.30  Little Battlers eXperience (Ep 25 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
LEX recaptured the platinum capsule with using Fake-Kaido.

8.00  **oktOriginal**: Make Me! (Ep 6 / Local Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧)
Shoes are getting stolen right out of the shoes racks at Annie’s condo, so Jordan, David and Annie decide to investigate. But after failing to get any headway due to the fact that everyone thinks they are just unresourceful kids, the trio decides to use the app to turn themselves into Condo Security Guards!

8.30  **oktOriginal**: The Badge (Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目)
The Badge is a science show that combines passion and compassion, showcasing kids in the field of invention and innovation. Each episode will feature a team of young inventors, who work to conceptualise and build an invention to solve real-life problems of different profiles.
9.00PM DOCUMENTARY: Against All Odds: Buried Alive (Ep 3 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
A skier was buried by an avalanche for 6 hours; a construction worker was crashed under 450 kilos of dirt for 16 hours; and a diver was trapped a thousand feet inside an underwater cave. Their ordeals are examined in detail and recreated.

10.00 a-ok: Roam (Season 1 / Eps 5 & 6 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Tim Charody and Tim Doyle travel to Papua New Guinea where they visit a local market, a war cemetery, a tropical island paradise and search for the mysterious crocodile people. Next, they travel to Ethiopia, Africa and take part in the traditional Ethiopian New Year Eve celebrations.

11.00 a-ok: World On Wheels (Eps 5 - 6 / Info-ed) (益智节目)
Led by Mike and Denise Ferris, a team of motorcyclists travel across Turkey. On the journey they visit Anzac Cove and the surreal landscapes of Capadocia. Next, they travel across Morocco, an exotic and fascinating country which is both African and Middle-Eastern.

12.00MN Close

MediaCorp Pte Ltd
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okto FRIDAY 28 JUNE 2013

9.00AM Sesame Street (Season 40 / Ep 1 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
The beloved Sesame Street gang return in a refreshed show format, complete with new guest stars, and a brand new opening theme song!

10.00 JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Zoboomafoo (Ep 20 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Zoboomafoo the leaping lemur has bounced his way into the hearts and homes of kids everywhere. Fast-paced and fun, the Emmy award-winning series combines live-action, animation and claymation delivering animal adventures like you've never seen before.

10.30 JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 39 & 40 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Adapted from the international best selling books, Horrid Henry is the iconic anti-hero who does the most fabulously naughty things most children only dream of.

11.00 JUNE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 2013: The DaVincibles (Eps 39 & 40 / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Animated series featuring the family of DaVincibles who travel the world rescuing famous art pieces from bumbling crook Quba!

11.30 Mouk (Eps 25 - 26 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Join the 2 little globetrotters, Mouk and Chavapa, as they travel and discover the world!

12.00NN Super Why! (Sr 2 / Ep 10 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The SUPER WHY mission is to inspire children to develop a lifelong love of reading and books. This is a preschool show design to help children 3 to 6 learn to read through interactive story adventures!
Jake & The Never Land Pirates (Yr 2 / Ep 17 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
An interactive 2-D and CG animated series for preschoolers and parents featuring the music and fun-filled adventures of classic characters Captain Hook and Smee, plus a new crew of kid pirates led by the enthusiastic and courageous Jake.

Dora The Explorer (Season 6 / Ep 20 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
The unstoppable Latina heroine returns in all new episodes to lead kids in new adventures with her best friend, Boots the monkey!

Thomas & Friends (Sr 15 & 16 / Eps 39 & 40 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Thomas the Tank Engine returns with a brand new CGI look!

Sid The Science Kid (Season 2 / Ep 20 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)
Sid and friends return for new and fun adventures of scientific discovery and exploration!

Mouk (Eps 25 - 26 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)
Join the 2 little globetrotters, Mouk and Chavapa, as they travel and discover the world!

okto FRIDAY 28 JUNE 2013

The Big Q (Sr 1 / Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
The Big Q is a programme where kids, and their parents will find out loads of fascinating things about how the world works! Wild, wacky and adventurous, the Big Q will show how exciting finding out about science can be.

Art Factory (Sr 2 / Ep 13 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Einstein returns with more innovative and creative art ideas. In this series, Einstein continues to work frantically & fulfill orders for a range of artistic activities. There will be new characters and more bizarre ideas.

Whizzes Of The Void Deck (Sr 1 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
This is a series that celebrates weird science in all its essence: from mainstream science to the unexplored. Enveloped in a dramatic plot, each episode is filled with exciting and innovative experiments.

Sketch (Sr 1 / Ep 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
The adventures of a young boy entrusted with a Magic Sketch Book that can turn anything drawn on it's pages, into reality.

Gundam AGE (Ep 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Gundam AGE is the 12th series in the popular Gundam franchise.

Nutri Ventures (Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
An entertaining action series that encourages healthy eating! In a world where foods bestow super powers, an evil man has replaced them with a single industrial compound. But when a group of brave kids taste a piece of bread, they embark on an incredible adventure to discover the remaining powers!

KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL (Sr 6 / Ep 13 / Local Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
Step right up! For some arts treats with Haikel, Gurmit, Vernetta, Nigel, Jessica, Shye-Anne, Ooboo and Booboo! Let the battle begin! This week there's Theatre Makeup, shattering glass with your voice, concert band battles and so much more. Turn up the music on KNOCKOUT: CARNIVAL!
6.30  okto @ The Movies: The Little Mermaid: Ariel's Beginning (Movie / Schoolkids)
Dive into Ariel's magical musical adventure, teeming with surprises, breathtaking animation and original songs. All your favorite characters return, along with some wonderful new friends, for an unforgettable tale your whole family will enjoy!

8.30  oktOriginal: okto Kids' Congress Special (Local / Schoolkids)
Relive the highlights of okto Kids’ Congress 2013 in this TV special!

okto  FRIDAY 28  JUNE 2013

9.00PM  ANIMAL NIGHT: Untamed Americas: Coasts (Ep 2 / Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles)
(益智节目)
From the frozen poles to the sultry tropics, America's coasts are home to extraordinary wildlife and awe-inspiring spectacles. At the Falkland Islands, male gentoo penguins perform mating jigs to attract females. Farther north, hordes of voracious giant Humboldt squid cannibalize their kin in the Sea of Cortez off the coast of Mexico.

10.00  a-ok: DCI Banks (Sr 2 / Ep 6 / Drama) (电视剧)
Adamant that the collapse of his trial proves nothing, Banks is determined to prove the case against Owen Pierce before Ellie Clayton's killer has the chance to strike again but are his instincts right?

11.00  a-ok: Little Dorrit (Ep 2 / Drama) (电视剧)
Arthur Clennam starts to develop a relationship with Amy Dorrit as he continues to try to uncover the link between his family history and hers. Left on the sidelines are Arthur’s former childhood sweetheart, Flora, and the stuttering prison doorman, John Chivery, who has lost his heart to Amy. Arther is invited by Pet Meagles, another of his old girlfriends, to visit her at Twickenham.

12.20AM  Close

MediaCorp Pte Ltd
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okto  SATURDAY 29  JUNE 2013

7.00AM  oktOriginal: The Numbers Squad (Eps 9 & 10 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)
(益智节目)
13 Mathematics munching monsters have got loose and set on devouring all Maths in Singapore! Without maths, building can't be built, buses can't be recognized & nobody will get paid! So each week a different group of 3 Primary School students will try to defeat & capture The Number Crunchers.

8.00  oktOriginal: 100 Wishes (Sr 1 / Ep 5 & 6 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
A young girl has to help a banished genie fulfill a hundred wishes without any use of his magical powers in order to be an all-powerful Genie again! In the course of their adventures, the girl and the genie change, bringing out the worst and best in each other and find the most magical thing of all: friendship.

9.00  The Little Prince (Season 2 / Ep 21 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
This all-new High-Definition animated series follows the adventures of The Little Prince and his friend the fox as they travel the universe, helping those they meet along the way emphasizing educational and environmental themes.

9.30 Cartoons (Looney Tunes) (Ep 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Goofy! Silly! Wacky! Looney! The hilarious antics of Warner Bros,’ classic animated characters are back again! Featuring beloved characters like Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck, Sylvester and Tweety!

10.00 Pokemon: Black & White (Season 15 / Ep 37 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Basking in the glow of his eighth Unova Gym badge win and guaranteed entry into the Unova League, Ash soon discovers that it won’t be taking place for three months! But our hero is determined to make the best of his time until then with lots of serious training.

10.30 LEGO Hero Factory (Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
More intergalactic adventures with the Heroes of Hero Factory!

11.00 Metal Fight Beyblade (Sr 3 / Ep 37 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Gingka realizes that Kenta has taken Ryuga’s place as a summer constellation Legendary Blader. Kenta joins Gingka and the others as they attempt to defeat Rago and Nemesis.

11.30 Bakugan: Mechtanium Surge (Sr 4 / Ep 33 / Schoolkids) (卡通片)
Now that Runo has rejoined the Battle Brawlers, Dan and Julie have decided to familiarize her with Bakugan City. Their first stop is Bakugan Land, a once thriving theme park that stood as a symbol of human and Bakugan unity, now nearly desolate.

12.00NN oktOriginal: Make Me! (Ep 6 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
Shoes are getting stolen right out of the shoes racks at Annie’s condo, so Jordan, David and Annie decide to investigate. But after failing to get any headway due to the fact that everyone thinks they are just unresourceful kids, the trio decides to use the app to turn themselves into Condo Security Guards!

okto SATURDAY 29 JUNE 2013

12.30PM oktOriginal: The Badge (Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
The Badge is a science show that combines passion and compassion, showcasing kids in the field of invention and innovation. Each episode will feature a team of young inventors, who work to conceptualise and build an invention to solve real-life problems of different profiles.

1.00 Power Rangers R.P.M (Eps 13 - 14 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Venjix and Tenaya 7 sabotage Dillon by downloading a virus that accelerates the computer hardware within his body. Venjix downloads himself into a special attack-bot to fight the Rangers face-to-face.

2.00 The Adventures Of Merlin (Sr 2 / Ep 11 / Schoolkids / R)
Merlin sees a shocking new side to Morgana when Mordred returns to Camelot asking for her help.

3.00 oktOriginal: The Numbers Squad (Eps 9 & 10 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
13 Mathematics munching monsters have got loose and set on devouring all Maths in Singapore! Without maths, building can’t be built, buses can’t be recognized & nobody will
get paid! So each week a different group of 3 Primary School students will try to defeat &
capture The Number Crunchers.

4.00  **oktOriginal**: 100 Wishes (Sr 1 / Ep 5 & 6 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
A young girl has to help a banished genie fulfill a hundred wishes without any use of his
magical powers in order to be an all-powerful Genie again! In the course of their
adventures, the girl and the genie change, bringing out the worst and best in each other
and find the most magical thing of all: friendship.

5.00  Planet Cook (Sr 1 / Ep 5 / Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目)
An action-packed, cooking adventure show for children! Set on a tropical fantasy island,
each episode sees Captain Cook and his quirky sous chef, a friendly and mischievous
Yeti, guide three cool young Cook Cadets as they discover the wonders of the natural
world and are driven.

5.30  The Little Prince (Season 1 / Ep 16 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
This all-new High-Definition animated series follows the adventures of The Little Prince
and his friend the fox as they travel the universe, helping those they meet along the way
emphasizing educational and environmental themes.

6.00  The Adventures Of Tintin (Ep 17 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Tintin and Snowy’s good deed for a slightly eccentric researcher leads them to the
unstable kingdom of Syldavia.

6.30  PopPixie (Eps 15 & 16 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
In this season, the Winx Club goes to Earth to save the last fairy, Roxy. The Winx also
attain new Believix power. Stay tuned for exciting adventures and astounding
transformations.

**okto SATURDAY 29 JUNE 2013**

7.00PM  Pokemon: Black & White (Season 14 / Ep 33 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Continuing their travels to the Nimbasa City Gym, Ash and friends meet a Trainer named
Georgia, who’s obsessed with defeating Dragon-type Pokemon. This “Dragon Buster”
challenges Iris to a battle, and her Beartic quickly beats Iris’s Axew.

7.30  Metal Fight Beyblade (Sr 2 / Ep 26 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
Julian Konzern and Team Excalibur return to Italy, where Konzern is surprised to be
challenged to a battle by Tsubasa. The battle is interrupted by the unexpected appearance
of Ryuga and his new bey, Meteo L-Drago.

8.00  Artzooka (Ep 13 / Schoolkids / R)
Artzooka! celebrates the spirit of art. It’s really all about getting into your creative groove
and having fun! Join Jeremie as he walks you through each project step-by-step. He can
create masterpieces out of recycled materials and more.

8.30  ThunderCats (Ep 23 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
THUNDERCATS presents the grand origin story of Prince Lion-O's ascension to the
throne and those who would thwart his destiny at any cost and takes on epic dimensions
in this sharp new telling.
9.00PM  oktoLIFE: Most Extreme (Sr 1 / Ep 1 / Debut / Info-ed) (益智节目) (to edit)
Are chameleons really the masters of disguise and are foxes as cunning as we think? You’ll discover that for some animals, crime really does pay when cheating is taken to The Most Extreme.

10.00  CENTRESTAGE: AVO Session (Culture / 2nd Telecast)
Canadian singer Paul Anka performs at AVO Session, an indoor music festival, in Basel, Switzerland.

12.00MN  Close

MediaCorp Pte Ltd
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okto SUNDAY 30 JUNE 2013

7.00AM  oktOriginal: Spot On (Eps 9 & 10 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)
Spot On is a game show that improves your visual intelligence, general knowledge and reasoning through fun challenges!

8.00  oktOriginal: Cosmo & George (Sr 1 / Eps 5 & 6 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧)
Cosmo, a bungling alien from Planet Omnicyclon 7, crash lands in the Long residence backyard and is discovered by a ten year old girl, Georgina and her grandfather. Both, being losers without any friends, become fast friends and keep the alien secret from George’s parents and the busybody neighbour, Kris Gopal.

9.00  Master Raindrop (Ep 11 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Master Raindrop follows the journey of martial arts novice Raindrop and his friend Shao Yen on their quest to save their Master Yun and ultimately their entire peaceful land - from the evil General Bu and his army of terracotta warriors.

9.34  Backkom (Eps 61 - 66 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Backkom the polar bear is selfish and impatient mixed with a dose of bad luck. Not only a troublemaker but a trouble finder too! His curiosity drives him to travel around the world, learning about us.

10.00  Galaxia (Ep 43 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Jupiter sets off from planet Neptune. With its gravity, he gets round to the back of Polaris and gets into it. Void Goddess notices Jupiter and the other seven guardians have landed on Polaris, so she orders evil moon soldier to lead his robot soldiers to search and kill them all.

10.30  Cardfight Vanguard (Sr 2 / Ep 25 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
Join Sendo Aichi, Kai Toshiki and other friends in the exciting card game known as Cardfight Vanguard!

11.00  Ben 10: Ultimate Alien (Sr 1 / Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
The evil Aggregor succeeds in his plan to absorb the powers of the fugitive aliens!

11.30  Kaijudo: Rise Of The Duel Masters (Ep 16 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)
The Nature Civilization's Competition is disrupted, throwing Bob and Ray's claim for the Shield of Unity into jeopardy and the Choten is involved. Meanwhile, time’s running out for Bob's Quillspike family, as the massive attacking creature returns!

12.00NN  
**Oscar's Oasis** (Ep 13 / Schoolkids / Cartoon)  
Hilarious 3D animated, non-dialogue series in the style of Looney Tunes. Oscar, the lonely desert lizard, battles the rigours of the desert as well as his un-neighbourly fellow inhabitants, from chickens to mischievous meerkats.

12.30PM  
**The Amazing Spiez!** (Sr 2 / Ep 13 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R)  
Brothers Tony, Marc, Lee, and their sister Megan, return for more undercover spy missions for WOOHP - all the while still juggling their daily lives as average 12 year-olds!

---

**okto SUNDAY 30 JUNE 2013**

1.00PM  
**Spirit Warriors** (Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Drama / R)  
Inspired by ancient Chinese myths and legends, the show follows Bo, her sister Jen, and fellow schoolmates Vicky, Trix and Martin who discover their destinies as Spirit Warriors.

1.30  
**Adventurers Masters Of Time** (Ep 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon)  
Four schoolfriends are suddenly whisked back through the ages on a desperate search for their missing computer professor by uploading themselves by way of a time continuum software! Unfortunately, they haven't made the journey alone. An evil hacker is threatening to change world history.

2.00  
**Winx Club** (Sr 4 / Eps 9 & 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R)  
In this season, the Winx Club goes to Earth to save the last fairy, Roxy. The Winx also attain new Believix power. Stay tuned for exciting adventures and astounding transformations.

3.00  
**oktOriginal: Spot On** (Eps 9 & 10 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)  
Spot On is a game show that improves your visual intelligence, general knowledge and reasoning through fun challenges!

4.00  
**oktOriginal: Cosmo & George** (Sr 1 / Eps 5 & 6 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)  
Cosmo, a bungling alien from Planet Omnicyclon 7, crash lands in the Long residence backyard and is discovered by a ten year old girl, Georgina and her grandfather. Both, being losers without any friends, become fast friends and keep the alien secret from George’s parents and the busybody neighbour, Kris Gopal.

5.00  
**Monkey King** (Sr 1 / Ep 15 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R)  
Animated version of the classic Monkey King tales!

5.30  
**The Little Prince** (Season 1 / Ep 17 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R)  
This all-new High-Definition animated series follows the adventures of The Little Prince and his friend the fox as they travel the universe, helping those they meet along the way emphasizing educational and environmental themes.

6.00  
**The Adventures Of Tintin** (Ep 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon)  
Tintin and Snowy must recover the lost scepter of King Ottokar before the rightful King is forced to abdicate by greedy forces.
6.30  PopPixie (Eps 17 & 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)
In this season, the Winx Club goes to Earth to save the last fairy, Roxy. The Winx also attain new Believix power. Stay tuned for exciting adventures and astounding transformations.

7.00  Junior MasterChef Australia (Ep 12 / Schoolkids / Info-ed / R) (益智节目)
In Today’s MasterClass the Judges are joined by 6 Members of the Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden program from Bondi Public School.

8.00  Artzooka (Ep 14 / Schoolkids / R)
Artzooka! celebrates the spirit of art. It’s really all about getting into your creative groove and having fun! Join Jeremie as he walks you through each project step-by-step. He can create masterpieces out of recycled materials and more.

okto SUNDAY 30 JUNE 2013

8.30PM  Downton Abbey (Sr 3 / Ep 1 / Drama) (电视剧)
Cora’s mother arrives at Downton for Matthew and Mary’s wedding, astonishing the Dowager Countess with her "revolutionary" American way of seeing things. New footman Alfred strives to meet Carson’s high standards, under the watchful eye of his aunt O’Brien. Lord Grantham learns that his massive investment of Cora's fortune in the Grand Trunk Railway has failed, leaving the estate near bankruptcy.

10.00  FILMART: Rescue Dawn (Movie) (艺术影院) (PG Violence)
Based on the astonishing true story of Dieter Dengler, a U.S. Navy pilot struggles to survive in a hellish prison camp after being shot down during the Vietnam War. Starring Christian Bale, Steve Zahn and Jeremy Davies.

12.15AM  Close